
LLB102 Lectures 
Week 1 

What is Torts Law 
 Act or omission that infringes a right 

 Different to other areas of law: 

 Cf criminal law 

o Criminal law aims to exact a penalty to protect society as a whole and torts 

law aims to compensate the victim of the wrongdoing 

 Cf contract law 

o Contract law enforces rights and obligations as agreed between parties and 

in torts  it is the law that imposes expectation of conduct upon persons 

 It is an area of the law which enables a person who has been privately wronged by another 

to seek compensation or some other remedy, through the court system 

 Compensating victims who’s rights have been infringed (usually through the courts 

 Civil proceeding (not criminal  person takes the action not the state) 

 Designed to provide a remedy for a civil wrong 

 A private cause of action 

 Usually located within an existing category of action 

 Based upon the common law supplemented by legislation 

 Torts comes from case law (common law) 

Classification of Torts 
 Law torts protects recognised interests 

 Person 

 Chattels (personal property) 

 Land (real property) 

 Reputation 

 Two forms of action in tort 

 Trespass 

 Case 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Characteristics of Trespass 

Direct Interference 

 Immediate result of the defendant’s act 

 May be an unbroken series of consequences (Hillier v Leitch) 

Fault 

 To succeed in trespass the defendant must be at fault 

 Interference was intentional or done with a lack of due care (voluntary) 

 Mere intention to the act is irrelevant, unless the consequences were also intended 

 Intentional if the interference was a substantially certain result 

Actionable per se 

 Damage is not an element of any trespass action 

 If suffer damage- compensatory damages 

 If no damage- nominal damages 

 Plaintiff’s standing to sue derives from the interference with their rights, not because they 

have suffered loss/damage 

 cf Action on the case – plaintiff must prove they suffered loss/damage as part of 

their action 

Onus of Proof 

 Trespass 

 Non-highway (not on road) 



o Plaintiff prove direct interference, defendant prove that they were not at 

fault (ie not voluntary, not intentional or not without due care) 

 Highway (on road) 

o Plaintiff prove direct interference and fault of the defendant 

Trespass Actions 

 Trespass to person 

 Battery 

 Assault 

 False imprisonment 

 Trespass to land 

 Trespass to personal property 

Trespass to the Person 

Battery 

 At common law, battery is 

 An act of the defendant which directly causes some physical contact with the person 

of the plaintiff; and 

 The defendant must be at fault. 

QLD Position 

 Criminal Code s 245 

 A person who strikes, touches or moves, or otherwise applies force of any kind to, 

the person of another, either directly or indirectly, without the other person’s 

consent… is said to assault that other person…. 

Elements 

 Direct or indirect application of force to the plaintiff’s person 

 Without the plaintiff’s consent 

 Defendant at fault (Criminal Code s 245) 

Direct or Indirect Application of Force 

 Physical contact with plaintiff (to fall under application of force) 

 Need not be person to person 

 E.g. spitting in someone’s face = direct application of force 

 Cannot be passive 

 Hostility/anger does not have to be present but it must be unwanted offensive contact 

Battery 

 Object of the tort of battery is to protect persons from unwanted or offensive contact 

 Bodily contact as an incidence of everyday life is not battery 

Without Consent 

 Consent to application of force  no action 

 Consent may be a defence to trespass actions 

 Criminal Code s 245 refers to lack of consent as an element 

 Consent can be expressed or implied by circumstances (e.g. sport game) 

 Can be invalidated if fraud or duress or lack of capacity 



Fault 

 Must be voluntary 

 Intentional or negligent 

 Need not intent to cause harm or injury (motive is irrelevant)  

 Knowledge of the interference is not necessary on part of the plaintiff or the defendant 

 Awareness is not an element 

Assault 
 Any act of the defendant which directly and either intentionally or negligently causes the 

plaintiff immediately to apprehend a contact with his or her person. 

 Basically it’s the threat of physical contact 

Elements 

 Threat of imminent harm 

 Reasonable belief / apprehension that defendant has ability to carry out the threat 

 Defendant at fault 

A treat of imminent direct contact 

 Words alone can amount to an assault (even by phone or email of the other elements of 

assault can be proven) 

 Imminent- can be some delay but not a threat to harm at some distant time in the future 

Apprehension/Reasonable belief in the defendant’s ability to carry out the threat 

 Plaintiff must be aware of the threat 

 Plaintiff need not be afraid 

 Must have either the actual ability or the apparent present ability (e.g. unloaded gun) to 

carry out the threat 

 A conditional threat can be an assault (e.g. ‘If you come one step closer I will shoot’) 

Fault 

 Defendant must have intended to create the apprehension of harm in the plaintiff’s mind 

 Need not prove intention to carry out the threat 

 May recklessly cause apprehension 

False Imprisonment 
 Voluntary act of the defendant subjects the plaintiff to total deprivation of freedom of 

movement without lawful justification. 

 Period of imprisonment is irrelevant 

Elements 

 Direct interference with the plaintiff’s liberty 

 Restraint in all directions 

 Defendant at fault 

Direct interference with liberty 

 Immediate result of defendant’s act is restraint of plaintiff’s liberty 

 “Defendant must be active in promoting or causing the imprisonment” 

 If restraint is result of defendant acting upon the information of another, may be indirect 

 



Total restraint 

 Must be restraint in all directions (restricted in their movement) 

 No reasonable means of escape 

 Need not be physical 

Fault 

 Intentional or negligent 

Lawful authority 

 Imprisonment must be against the plaintiff’s will (i.e. no consent) 

 Right of release may be governed by contract 

 Lawful arrest/detainment cannot give rise to an action 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Week 2 

Trespass to Land 
 Trespass to land is a direct interference with land in the possession of another, without 

lawful justification or the occupier’s consent. 

 Elements: 

1) Title to sue 

2) A direct unauthorised interference with land 

3) Fault of the defendant 

Title to Sue 

 Exclusive possession of the land 

 Not based on ownership (*Newington v Windeyer) 

 Tenant has actual exclusive possession (Kelsen v Imperial Tobacco Co) (not landlord if tenant 

is occupying) 

 Must have consent of the tenant (not just landlord) because tenant has exclusive possession 

 An owner who is in occupation of property 

 Licensee does not have title to sue (not on lease, allowed on property by owner) (Western 

Australia v Ward) 

 **The plaintiff must have exclusive possession at time of interference (Newington v 

Windeyer)  

 Trespass by relation 

 Plaintiff may bring an action in trespass for interferences between time right of 

possession arose and actual taking of possession 

 E.g. if lease comes to end and tenant doesn’t move out (give back possession to 

landlord)  leaser can sue tenant 

The interference 

 Must be a direct interference 

 Must be an interference with land 

 Must be unauthorised 

Direct 

 Interference is the immediate consequence 

 Throw a rock 

 Walk up driveway 

 cf tree roots grow across boundary Indirect interference = nuisance 

What is land? 

 Land includes: 

 Buildings, the subsoil and the airspace 

Limitations on Subsoil 

 ‘unauthorised subterranean incursions into a neighbour’s property are a well-recognised 

species of trespass’ (Burton v Spragg) 

 Rights to subsoil may be owned by the crown (e.g. a mine) 

Limitations on Airspace 

 What is necessary for the reasonable use and enjoyment of the land? (Bernstein v Skyviews 

& General Ltd) 



 ‘... restricting the rights of an owner to such height as is necessary for the ordinary 

use and enjoyment of his land and the structures upon it’ 

 = must be a reasonable height 

 Graham v KD Morris & Sons Pty Ltd 

 Interference may be transient and still be an actionable trespass(never came in contact with 

land) (Davies v Bennison)  

Unauthorised Interference 

 ‘The tort of trespass is committed whenever there is interference with possession of land 

without lawful authority or, relevantly, the licence or consent of the person in possession’ 

 *TCN Channel Nine Pty Ltd v Anning  

 Entering land is actionable if you don’t have lawful authority or licence/consent of plaintiff 

Express Licence/ Consent 

 Consent to entry given by person in possession of land 

 If go outside scope of consent – unauthorised (Barker v The Queen) 

 If remain after achieving purpose – unauthorised 

Implied Licence 

 Implied licence to members of the public to enter for legitimate purposes. 

 *Halliday v Nevill 

 *TCN Channel Nine Pty Ltd v Anning 

 E.g. ball goes over the fence, police (open and unobstructed driveway, there for a legitimate 

purpose) 

Revocation of Consent 

 Revocation must be communicated and understood 

 Reasonable time allowed to leave 

 Wilson v NSW 

 Colwell v Rosehill Racecourse Co Ltd 

 Implied licence to members public can be negated 

 *Halliday v Nevill (signs, locked gate) 

 Plenty v Dillon (express negation) 

 Must be communicated, reasonable person must be able to understand 

 ***The defendant is at fault because the gate was locked meaning consent was revoked and 

there is no implied licence (Halliday v Nevill) 

Authorised by law 

 Statutory authority to enter property for specific purposes 

 E.g. police with a warrant, employees of the Brisbane City Council, Fire Department 

 Plenty v Dillon 

 Was for service of a summons (may be served by not entering property) not a 

warrant 

 Entry had been denied previously 

o Except in cases provided by the common law or by statute, police officers 

have no special right to enter land, but consent is implied if it is for a lawful 

purpose 

 



Trespass ab initio 

 

 Only applies with lawful authority 

 Ensures no abuse of power 

 The six carpenters case (1610) 

Fault 

 Intentional or careless 

 Voluntary 

 Public Transport Commission of NSW v Perry  

 League Against Cruel Sports Ltd v Scott  

 Motive irrelevant 

 Mistake irrelevant (e.g. thought it was your friends house) 

 

Trespass Defences  

Defences 

 Consent 

 Necessity 

 Self-defense  

 Defense of another 

 Provocation  

Consent 

 Valid consent = 

 Act within scope of consent  

o Chatterton v Gerson (circumcision  consented to tonsillectomy only) 



o Barker v The Queen (furniture thief) 

 Not obtained by fraud  

 R v Williams (voice  sexual assault) 

 Not obtained by duress 

 Aldrige v Booth (boss threatened to fire if didn’t have sex) 

 Capacity to consent 

 Gillick v West Norfolk AHA  

Express or Implied 

 Participation in sport = implied consent to contact that is within the rules and commonplace 

fouls 

 *McNamara v Duncan (contact not within what plaintiff consented to) 

 Sibley v Milutinovic (punch during soccer) 

 Consent by contract 

 Balmain New Ferry v Robertson (contract of paying to leave ferry terminal) 

 Implied licence to enter property for legitimate purposes 

 *Halliday v Nevill 

Revocation or Withdrawal of Consent 

 Trespass to land 

 Colwell v Rosehill Racecourse Co Ltd 

 Plenty v Dillon 

 Wilson v NSW  

 *TCN v Anning 

o Cf Balmain New Ferry v Robertson (in contrast) 

Necessity 

 Immunity from liability in tort for a defendant who intentionally interferes with another’s 

person or property 

 Defendant proves: 

 An imminent threat of grave harm to the plaintiff, property or goods 

o London Borough of Southwark v Williams (homeless squatting) 

 A reasonable apparent necessity of taking such action as was taken 

o Cope v Sharpe (No 2) (set fire to plaintiffs land to protect own property) 

 The imminent harm must not have been the fault of the defendant 

o Rigby v Chief Constable of Northamptonshire (gas canisters burnt down gun 

shop  fault of defendant) 

 Complete defence  

Self Defence 

 Defendant’s interference is justified by the need to avert a threat of harm 

 Criminal Code s 271 

 Defendant proves: 

 It was reasonable to defend themselves 

 The force used in defending themselves was reasonable 

o Fontin v Katapodis  

Defence of Another 

 Use reasonable force in defence of another 



 Criminal Code s 273 

 Defendant proves: 

 Reasonable grounds to believe assault about to take place 

 Reasonable force is used 

o Goss v Nicholas  

o Howard v Wing  

Provocation 

 Not a defence under the common law, but is a defence in Qld 

 Criminal Code s 269 

 Defendant must prove: 

 There was provocation by the plaintiff 

o White v Connolly (cheating wife) 

 They acted in the heat of the moment in response to the provocation 

o Prior v Kemp (comments about grandfather  no loss of self-control  had 

been occurring for 13 years  evidence suggested acting because wife was 

being removed from house) 

 The force used was not disproportionate to the provocation 

o Fontin v Katapodis 

 Force used was not intended to likely to cause death or grievous bodily harm 

Remedies 
 Self-help/ abatement 

 Must take steps to stop trespass 

 Must be reasonable 

 Damages 

 Injunction 

Damages 

 



 Damages is an award of money 

 **“no loss so nominal damages would be awarded” 

 “[what] loss so compensatory damages would be awarded” 

Injunction 

 Equitable remedy 

 Convince court damages not an adequate remedy 

 Interlocutory injunction – stop until court determination to maintain status quo 

 Mandatory - order defendant to do something  

 Prohibitory  - order defendant to stop doing something 

Advising on remedies in trespass 

 Note trespass is actionable per se 

 Any loss suffered by plaintiff on the facts? 

 No – nominal damages 

 Yes – compensatory damages 

 Possibility of aggravated or exemplary damages? 

Trespass to Person 

 If no loss (eg personal injury) = nominal damages and possibility of exemplary and / or 

aggravated if circumstances warrant them 

 If loss is personal injury = compensatory damages  

 No exemplary or aggravated damages 

o Civil Liability Act 2003 (Qld) s 52 

 Decrease in value of land 

 Cost of restoration vs decrease in value 

 Consider if restoration is out of proportion to loss in value 

o Hansen v Gloucester Developments  

 Aggravated and/or exemplary 

 *TCN Channel Nine v Anning 

 Injunction 

 Continuing trespass 

o Graham v KD Morris  

 

Time Limitation 
 Depends on loss suffered 

 If no loss or the loss does not include a claim for personal injury, the action cannot 

be brought after six years from the date the cause of action arose 

o Limitation of Actions Act 1974 (Qld) s 10(1)(a) 

 Claim for personal injury, the action cannot be brought after three years from the 

date the cause of action arose 

o Limitation of Actions Act 1974 (Qld) s 11 

Problem Solving 
1) Identify interferences that may give rise to a trespass 

2) State parties, interference, possible trespass action (use headings eg Mike v Harvey – entry 

to land – Trespass to land) 

3) Work through each element as an issue 



 State the law, cite an authority, apply the law to the facts (without stating points not 

relevant to the facts of the problem), make a conclusion 

4) Overall conclusion – is action possible? 

5) Consider defences 

 Only address those that are possible on the facts of the problem 

 Treat same as actions, what does defendant have to prove?  

6) Advise on remedies 

 Identify loss from facts 

 Type of damages? Injunction? 

7) Time limitation and onus of proof 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 



Week 3 

Trespass or Nuisance? 
 Throw smelly rubbish onto your land and leave it there. TRESPASS  direct 

 Build an extension to my property, the new roof protrudes into your airspace. TRESPASS  

direct 

 Create a compost heap and I fail to maintain it. It attracts flies, rats .. and it smells so bad 

you have to keep your windows shut and have your air con on all the time. NUISANCE  

indirect 

 Tunnel under ground and cross the boundary onto your property and it causes your land to 

subside. TRESPASS  direct 

 Tunnel on my property and it causes your land to subside. NUISANCE  indirect 

Private Nuisance 
 Protects possession of land against indirect interferences with legally recognised rights 

 It is an action on the case 

 Some examples of what amounts to nuisance: 

 Band rehearsing in garage late at night 

 Residents of unit parking cars over pathways 

 Business prioducing horrible smells 

 ‘tree roots spreading onto neighbouring property 

 Indirectly causes damage (can be physical or in the form of an interference with use and 

enjoyment of land) 

 Plaintiff must prove all elements and have suffered damage (action on the case) 

Who do you sue? 

 Occupier of land from where the nuisance derives 

 Third party may be creating the nuisance (the occupier is liable for nuisances created 

by third party if they know/ought to know the nuisance exists and do nothing to 

stop it) (golf club case) 

 Tenant of leased premises is the occupier 

 Defendant need not be the creator of the nuisance 

o No steps taken to prevent or stop the nuisance (adopts the nuisance) 

 Hargrave v Goldman (tree fire (cut down tree which spread fire) failed to take steps to bring 

nuisance to an end) 

Elements 

 Plaintiff must have title to sue 

 Interference with a legally recognised right 

 Damage 

 Material damage (physical damage) 

 Substantial and unreasonable interference with use and enjoyment 

Title to Sue 

 Plaintiff must have legally recognised interest in the land 

 *Hunter v Canary Wharf 

 Need not be owner 

 In possession of land at time of nuisance 

 Same as title to sue for trespass to land 



Interference with a legally recognised right 

 Aim is to protect the use and enjoyment of land: *Munro v Southern Dairies Ltd 

 Can be a one-off or continuing interference 

 Certain rights recognised as attached to occupation of land 

 Right to support of land 

 Right of access 

 Right to use and enjoy land free from excessive smells, noise and vibration 

Damage 

 Interference may result in material damage to plaintiff's land or property or substantial and 

unreasonable interference with rights attached to the land 

Material Damage 

 Misfeasance or nonfeasance? 

 If misfeasance (a positive act) defendant is liable 

o Evidence that all reasonable care taken irrelevant 

 If nonfeasance (failure to act) defendant is liable if at fault 

 Failed to take reasonable care 

Interference with use and enjoyment 

 Must be substantial and unreasonable 

 Substantial = cannot be a trifling and small inconvenience 

 *Munro v Southern Dairies Ltd  

 Unreasonable – objective, ‘give and take’ 

 Defendant bears onus of proving reasonableness (Bamford v Turnley  give and 

take/malice) 

Unreasonable 

 Locality 

 Urban? Rural? Industrial? (*Munro v Southern Dairies Ltd)  farmland that became 

residential 

 Industrial location obviously produces more sound/smell so not the same 

 If an unreasonable increase, then actionable  

 Time and duration 

 When and for how long? (McKenzie v Powley) (is it reasonable during day but not at 

night?/reasonable during business hours and unreasonable otherwise?) 

 Nature of the activities 

 Essential for society? (providing a service) (*Munro v Southern Dairies Ltd) 

 Availability of alternative means 

 *Munro v Southern Dairies Ltd  

 Defendant’s motive (proof of malice  unreasonable) 

 *Hollywood Silver Fox Farm v Emmett  

Damage 

 Causation 

 Did the nuisance cause the damage? 

 Was the damage the foreseeable consequence of the nuisance? 

 



Defences 

 Plaintiff’s abnormal sensitivity 

 Alleged nuisance would not be an interference to a reasonable person (*Hollywood 

Silver Fox Farm v Emmett) 

 Statutory authority 

 Defendant authorised by statute (allowed because of legislation) 

 Clear intention to take away right to sue in nuisance (Allen v Gulf Oil Ltd)(Textbook 

2565) 

 Nuisance was an inevitable consequence of performance of the statutory duty or 

exercise of power (York v Commissioner for Main Roads) 

 Contributory negligence 

 Plaintiff contributed to the nuisance 

 Damages reduced 

 Consent 

 Necessity 

 Threat of imminent harm 

 Reasonable apparent necessity to act 

 Defendant not at fault 

Remedies 

 Abatement 

 Self-help (plaintiff allowed to take reasonable steps to stop or prevent a nuisance  

e.g. can cut invading tree roots at property line) 

 Damages 

 Compensatory 

 Compensate for the material damage to the property  

 Compensate for the interference with the use and enjoyment 

 Injunction 

 Continuing nuisance 

 Damages not adequate 

Time Limitation and Onus 

 Onus of proof on plaintiff 

 Defendant bears onus of proving any defences (and that interference was 

reasonable) 

 If material damage or interference with use and enjoyment – 6 year limitation 

 Limitation of Actions Act 1974 (Qld) s 10(1)(a) 

 If personal injury results - 3 year limitation 

 Limitation of Actions Act 1974 (Qld) s 11 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Week 4 

Use of the word negligence 
 When considering fault of a defendant in trespass 

 Intentional or negligent (careless) 

 The tort of negligence 

 When referring to the breach element of the action 

 Defendant was negligent 

Negligence 
 ‘conduct which involves a failure to conform to a legal obligation and failure to protect the 

interests of someone with whose interests a defendant ought to be concerned.’ 

 Tame v New South Wales @ [8] 

 Action on the case 

 Indirect interferences 

 Plaintiff must suffer damage 

 Elements: 

 Duty of care 

 Breach of duty 

 Damage  

Duty of Care 

 Legal obligation arising out of an ascertained relationship  

 Foundation case of modern law of negligence: *Donoghue v Stevenson  

 The rule that you are to love your neighbour becomes in law, you must not injure 

your neighbour; and the lawyer’s question, Who is my neighbour? Receives a 

restricted reply.  You must take reasonable care to avoid acts or omissions which 

you can reasonably foresee would be likely to injure your neighbour.  Who, then, 

in law is my neighbour?  The answer seems to be – persons who are so closely and 

directly affected by my act that I ought reasonably to have them in contemplation 

as being so affected when I am directing my mind to the acts or omissions which 

are called into question. 

Novel Duties 

 Relationship does not fall into any of the established duties 

 Plaintiff must prove that in the particular circumstances the defendant owed them a duty of 

care 

 Pure psychiatric injury 

 Pure economic loss 

Established Duties 

 Legal precedent 

 Plaintiff and defendant in relationship that automatically gives rise to a recognised 

duty of care 

Manufacturer  

 Duty of care to prevent injury to persons when it is reasonably foreseeable that they would 

use the manufactured goods. *Donoghue v Stevenson  



 Take reasonable care to prevent the product causing injury or loss to the consumer 

(foreseeable consumer) 

Occupier 

 Duty of care to persons entering the premises (Australian Safeway Stores v Zaluzna) 

 Reasonable care to ensure that the behaviour of other persons, the activities carried out on 

the premises do not place others at risk of foreseeable harm 

 Not extend to criminal conduct of unlawful entrants (Modbury Triangle Shopping Centre Pty 

Ltd v Anzil) 

Road Users 

 Road users owe a duty to other road users (drivers, passengers, pedestrians)*Imbree v 

McNeilly  

 Use proper care not to cause injury to other road users 

 ‘proper care not to cause injury to persons on the highway or in premises adjoining 

the highway.  Proper care connotes avoidance of excessive speed, keeping a good 

look-out, observing the traffic rules and signals and so on’. Bourhill v Young   

Professionals 

Medical Professionals  

 Exercise reasonable care and skill in the provision of services 

  ‘extends to the examination, diagnosis and treatment of the patient and the provision of 

the information’ Rogers v Whitaker 

Legal Practitioners 

 Exercise due care and diligence in carrying out the terms of the retainer (Heydon v NRMA 

Ltd) 

School Authorities/Teachers  

 Precautions for safety as a reasonable parent would have to avoid foreseeable risks 

(Commonwealth v Introvigne) 

 Extend beyond school premises and school hours 

Employers 

 Reasonable care not to expose employees to foreseeable risks of injury (Smith v Charles 

Baker & Sons) 

 Safe system of work, safe plant and equipment and competent supervisory staff 

First Issue in Establishing Negligence 

 Does the defendant owe the plaintiff a duty of care? 

 Identify the relationship between them 

 Is it one of the established duties?  

 If yes, identify it, cite the case, state the scope of the duty and move on … 

 If no, point out it is not an established duty, and treat it as a novel duty (weeks 5 and 6) 

 

 

 



Imposing Liability on Third Parties 
 Liability in tort based upon fault 

 Functions of torts law  

 transfer the loss to the wrongdoer 

 compensate the victim of the tort 

Liability imposed on a third party (not the wrongdoer) 
 Non-delegable duties of care 

 Vicarious liability 

 ‘vicarious liability or a non-delegable duty of care are situations where legal 

responsibility is fixed upon an innocent party by reason of some antecedent 

relationship with the victim and some capacity to control the conduct of the 

wrongdoer’ (*NSW v Lepore ) 

Non-delegable Duties 

 Characteristic of certain duties of care 

 ‘person on whom the duty is imposed has undertaken the care, supervision or 

control of the person or property of another or is so placed in relation to that 

person or his property as to assume a particular responsibility for his or its safety, in 

circumstances where the person affected might reasonably expect that due care 

will be exercised’ *Kondis v State Transport Authority 

 Scope of a non-delegable duty (generally): 

 defendant has duty to ensure that reasonable care is taken by others not to expose 

the plaintiff to foreseeable risks 

School Authorities 

 School authority has a special responsibility  

 vulnerability of the students  

 includes employing proper staff and supervision of the students 

*NSW v Lepore; Samin v Queensland; Rich v Queensland  

Commonwealth v Introvigne 

Hospitals 

 ‘hospital undertakes the care, supervision and control of patients who are in special need of 

care.’ *Kondis v State Transport Authority 

 Not extend to use of the hospital for facilities only (Ellis v Wallsend District Hospital) 

Occupiers 

 Non-delegable duty of care to licensees  

 Extends to persons who are affected by activities carried out on the premises (Burnie Port 

Authority v General Jones Pty Ltd) 

Employer 

 Duty that an employer owes to an employee is a non-delegable duty *Kondis v State 

Transport Authority 

 ‘When it is said that at common law the employer's duty to provide a safe system of work is 

non-delegable, all that is really meant is that it is usually no answer for the employer to say 

that he left it to someone else to perform that duty for him’ Witham v Shire of Bright  



 An employer has ‘exclusive responsibility for the safety of the appliances, the premises and 

the system of work to which he subjects his employee and the employee has no choice but 

to accept and rely on the employer's provision and judgment in relation to these matters’ 

*Kondis v State Transport Authority 

Exception 

 A delegation of the whole aspect of duty (eg safe system)  

 To an employee who is suitably qualified  

 By mutual consent 

 That employee is injured because they do not properly fulfil the delegated aspect of the duty 

Witham v Shire of Bright  

Novel Non-Delegable Duties 

 Categories not closed 

 Plaintiff may prove characteristics in the particular circumstances 

 ‘care, supervision or control of the person or property of another or is so placed in 

relation to that person or property as to assume a particular responsibility for his or 

its safety, in circumstances where the person affected might reasonably expect that 

due care will be exercised’ *Kondis v State Transport Authority 

*Leichhardt Municipal Council v Montgomery 

Negligence by an independent contractor 

 respondent argued that the appellant owed a non-delegable duty 

 appellant had the power to carry out road works under legislation  

 legislation gave the public the right to pass along public roads 

 as the owner of public roads, the appellant owed a duty to take reasonable care to prevent 

injury to a member of the public and to ensure care was taken when it engaged a third party 

to carry out road work  

High Court held it was not a non-delegable duty 

 Recognised non-delegable duties involved significant dependence or special vulnerability – 

not evident here  

 To find it was non-delegable, have effect of making authority an insurer 

Vicarious Liability 

 A defendant is held liable of the tort of another  

 An employer will be vicariously liable for the wrongful acts of an employee carried out 

during the course of employment *Hollis v Vabu Pty Ltd  

 To establish vicarious liability applies: 

 The tortfeasor an employee 

 A tortious act (eg, trespass, negligence, nuisance …)  

 The tortfeasor acting in the course of his or her employment at the time the tort was 

committed 

Employer-employee Relationship 

 Vicariously for employees NOT independent contractors 

 Totality of the relationship that must be considered *Hollis v Vabu Pty Ltd  

 Court take into account: 

 Control 



 Mode of remuneration 

 Provision and maintenance of equipment 

 Obligation to work exclusively for the employer 

 Hours of work 

 Provision of holidays 

 Deduction of income tax 

 Right to delegate work and subcontract the work 

Loan out an employee 

 Usually original employer remains vicariously liable  

 Unless … transfer of services for a particular purpose 

 Original employer bears onus Deutz Australia Pty Ltd v Skilled Engineering Ltd 

In the Course of Employment 

 Question of fact  

 Scope of the employment needs to be identified 

 Depend upon the particular circumstances of each case *NSW v Lepore  

 Employer authorises the act = in course of employment *NSW v Lepore @ [42] 

Wrongful Mode 

 Act is in scope of employment but carried out the wrong way 

 Still in course of employment *Bugge v Brown  

 Told to cook meat in a particular place, cooked the meat somewhere else 

 HELD was wrongful mode of authorised act, so was in course of employment 

Express Prohibition 

 Does the prohibition limit the scope of the employment or merely regulate the employee’s 

conduct within the scope of the employment? *Bugge v Brown 

 Rose v Plenty  

 express prohibition by the employer against using children to deliver milk 

 HELD that this regulated the way in which the employee was to do their work, so still 

in course of employment 

Frolic 

 Employee does something that is in furtherance of their own interest (ie not employer’s) 

Joel v Morison  

 Storey v Ashton  

 Instructed to bring back empty wine casks immediately after delivering the wine 

 deviated from his route to collect a cask for another’s private purposes 

 HELD not in the course of employment - used employment time and resources for 

personal purpose, to further the interests of the third party 

Intentional Tort  

 (Deatons Pty v Ltd v Flew) 

 barmaid employed by the defendant hotel threw a glass of beer into the face of a 

customer 

 HELD: not in course of employment as it was ‘an independent personal act which 

was not connected with or incidental in any manner to the work which the barmaid 

was employed to perform’ 

 *New South Wales v Lepore 



 whether sexual abuse of a student by a teacher would be within the course of 

employment 

 HELD there has to be a ‘sufficient connection’ or a ‘close connection’  

 teacher’s responsibilities had to be defined, not just general assertion that teachers 

provide care 

Employment- Vicarious Liability and Non-Delegable Duty 
 Stefan, an employee, is injured by Damon, a fellow employee of Mystic Pty Ltd 

 Stefan v Damon  

 Stefan v Mystic 

 established non-delegable duty of care, employer and employee: *Kondis v State Transport 

Authority 

 Vicarious liability if tort committed in course of employment as Damon is an employee: 

*Hollis v Vabu 

 

 Stefan, an employee, is injured by Elena, an independent contractor employed by Elena’s 

employer, Mystic Pty Ltd. 

 Stefan v Elena 

 Stefan v Mystic 

 established non-delegable duty of care, employer and employee: *Kondis v State Transport 

Authority 

 NOT vicarious liability because Elena is an independent contractor not an employee: *Hollis 

v Vabu 

 

 Damon, an employee of Mystic, negligently injures Elena, the independent contractor. 

 Elena v Damon 

 Elena v Mystic 

 Vicarious liability if negligence was committed in Damon’s course of employment: *Hollis v 

Vabu 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Week 5- Negligence 
 Negligence action has three elements: 

1) Duty of care 

 Established duties 

 
 

 Novel duties 

2) Breach of duty 

3) Damage 

Novel duties of care 
 Arise when a duty of care is argued in a situation which: 

 Has not previously been considered by a court 

 Does not fall within an established duty of care 

 Is not governed by a duty of care prescribed by clear authority or precedent 

 Cases where the parties fall within an established duty of care relationship, but the damage 

suffered by the plaintiff is such as to remove them from the scope of the established duty 

 Pure psychiatric injury 

 Pure economic loss  

 Plaintiff must prove that in their particular circumstances, a duty of care was owed 

Principles to Remember 

 The common law needs to be: 

1) Adaptable 

 Duties of care need to be able to develop and change as society changes 

 ‘If negligence law is to serve any useful social purpose, it must ordinarily reflect the foresight, 

reactions and conduct of ordinary members of the community …’ 

 Dovuro Pty Ltd v Wilkins (2003) 215 CLR 317, 329 (McHugh J). 

2) Certain 

 The methodology for determining novel duties of care must be one capable of application – 

such that lawyers may realistically advise clients of their rights (or lack of them!) 

 The law needs to be known so that people can comply 

  

The Neighbour Principle  
 Attempted to define the basis of negligence liability (circumstances in which a duty of care 

would be owed):  



 ‘in English law there must be, and is, some general conception of relations giving rise 

to a duty of care, of which the particular cases found in the books are but instances.  

The liability for negligence, … is no doubt based upon a general public sentiment of 

moral wrongdoing for which the offender must pay … You must take reasonable care 

to avoid acts or omissions which you can reasonably foresee would be likely to injure 

your neighbour.  Who, then, in law is my neighbour?  The answer seems to be – 

persons who are so closely and directly affected by my act that I ought reasonably 

to have them in contemplation as being so affected when I am directing my mind to 

the acts or omissions which are called into question’ : at 580 (Lord Atkin) 

Proving Novel Duty 

 Two concepts relevant to the imposition 

of a duty of care: 

 Was it reasonably foreseeable that a defendant’s acts would cause harm to the 

plaintiff 

 Proximity; or whether there was a close and direct relationship between the 

defendant’s action and the plaintiff’s harm 

 Prior to this test: 

 Negligence liability limited to certain categories of case only 

 After this test: 

 Negligence liability expanded 

 Reasonable foresight could not explain all circumstances in which a duty of care 

would be owed 

 Not suitable in cases involving omissions, pure economic loss, psychiatric injury 

Two Stage Approach (Anns v London)  too wide 

 Lord Wilberforce 

 Reasonable foreseeability was a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for the 

existence of a duty of care 

 A consideration of legal policy was also relevant 

 The House of Lords therefore adopted a two-stage approach to the determination of a duty 

of care (Anns test): 

1) Was the harm reasonably foreseeable? 

 ‘Whether, as between the alleged wrongdoer and the person who has  suffered 

damage there is a sufficient relationship of proximity or  neighbourhood such that, in 

the reasonable contemplation of the former, carelessness on his part may be likely to 

cause damage to the latter’ 

2) Are there any considerations ‘which ought to negative, or to reduce or limit the scope of the 

duty or the class of person to whom it is owed or the damages to which a beach of it may 

give rise?’: at 751-2 

 

Proximity 

 Deane J in Jaensch v Coffey 

1) The reasonable foreseeability of the kind of harm suffered 

2) The existence of a relationship of proximity between the plaintiff and defendant 

 ‘Lord Atkin did not seek to identify the precise content of the requirement of the 

relationship of “proximity” which he identified as a limitation upon the test of 

reasonable foreseeability … It involves the notion of nearness or closeness and 



embraces physical proximity (in the sense of space and time) between the person or 

property of the plaintiff and the person or property of the defendant, circumstantial 

proximity such as an overriding relationship of employer and employee or of a 

professional man and his client and causal proximity in the sense of the closeness or 

directness of the relationship between the particular act or cause of action and the 

injury sustained’: at 584-5 

3) Any public policy considerations for denying the existence of a duty of care 

 Duty of care not owed by barristers to clients for in court work 

 Duty of care owed by a builder to the subsequent purchaser of a domestic dwelling 

Jaensch v Coffey 

 Mr Coffey came off his motorcycle after being negligently hit by a car 

 Wife did not see the accident or attend the scene, 

but did see her husband in hospital 

 Mr Coffey survived, but his wife developed a psychiatric illness 

 She was suing the driver of the car for “nervous shock” due to what she had seen 

and been told 

 High Court held: Duty of care owed to the wife 

 Psychiatric injury must occur due to the plaintiff’s “direct perception of the accident 

or its immediate aftermath” and extends to: 

o Observation of the matter at the actual place of collision 

o Events at the scene after its occurrence 

o The ambulance taking an injured person to hospital and to the hospital itself 

 Here sufficient physical or causal proximity 

Proximity criticised 

 Only provided a framework for decisions. It did not: 

 Determine whether a duty of care arose 

 Assist in the predictability of decisions 

 ‘Both the Anns approach and the proximity approach have been espoused because it 

was perceived that foreseeability of loss is not the only criterion for imposing a duty 

of care in some classes of case.  Neither the Anns approach nor the proximity 

approach defines the legal rules which apply in those classes of case where 

foreseeability of loss alone does not suffice to give rise to a duty of care.  Yet legal 

rules are required to determine whether a duty of care exists in a particular case’ 

 San Sebastian Pty Ltd v Minister Administering the Environmental Planning and 

Assessment Act 1979 (1986) 162 CLR 340, 367-8. 

 Rejected by the High Court in Hill v Van Erp 

 But still relevant whenever considering the closeness of the parties’ relationship 

Alternatives to Proximity 

1) Salient features approach 

 Attempted to define more specifically what was needed for a duty to arise 

 Example: in Perre v Apand Pty Ltd, Gummow J stated: 

 ‘I prefer the approach taken by Stephen J in *Caltex Oil.  His Honour isolated a number of 

“salient features” which combined to constitute a sufficiently close relationship to give rise to 

a duty of care’: at [201] 

2) Incremental approach 

 Brennan J in Sutherland SC v Heyman 



 ‘It is preferable, in my view, that the law should develop novel categories of negligence 

liability incrementally and by analogy with established categories, rather than by massive 

extension of a prima facie duty of care restrained only by indefinable “considerations …’: at 

481 

Caparo Three-Stage Approach 

 Anns overruled in England by Caparo Industries Plc v Dickman 

 The two-stage test was considered to be too wide 

 Instead, the three-stage approach to finding a duty of care (Caparo approach) requires a 

determination that: 

1) Damage to the plaintiff was reasonably foreseeable 

2) The relationship between the plaintiff and the defendant is sufficiently proximate 

3) That it is fair, just and reasonable to impose a duty of care in the particular 

circumstances of the case 

 Favoured in the Australian High Court by J Kirby 

 

Multi-Factor Approach 
 *Sullivan v Moody (Australian High Court) 

 Neither proximity, nor the Caparo approach, are the current tests in Australia 

 Rather: 

 ‘Different classes of case give rise to different problems in determining the existence 

and nature or scope, of a duty of care… The relevant problem will then become the 

focus of attention in a judicial evaluation of the factors which tend for or against a 

conclusion, to be arrived at as a matter of principle … In Dorset Yacht Co Ltd v Home 

Office, Lord Diplock said: 

 "... [T]he judicial development of the law of negligence rightly proceeds by seeking 

first to identify the relevant characteristics that are common to the kinds of conduct 

and relationship between the parties which are involved in the case for decision and 

the kinds of conduct and relationships which have been held in previous decisions of 

the courts to give rise to a duty of care”’:  

at [50]-[51] 

How does it work? 

 The multi-factor approach incorporates both the “incremental” and the “salient features” 

approaches 

 Has the following steps: 

1) The kind of harm suffered must be recognised as being compensable and an 

infringement of a legally recognised right 

 Identify the harm and consider if it is recognised in law 

 Example of harm not recognised, arises in “wrongful life” cases 

 If the harm is recognised, it may help you identity the relevant cases and factors 

under steps 3 and 4 

2) Is the harm a reasonably foreseeable result of the defendant’s conduct? 

 Foreseeability is necessary, but not sufficient, in novel duty cases 

3) Argue by analogy, induction and deduction from previously decided cases within a 

particular category of duty to identify … 

4) The factors that were relevant to the duty of care arising 



 Depending on the category of case you are considering, you will then come up with 

a list of relevant factors (salient features) to work through 

Relevant Factors 

 Control and vulnerability:  

 How much control did the defendant have in the circumstances, how vulnerable 

was the plaintiff? 

 Vulnerability has been defined as a plaintiff’s ‘inability to protect themselves’:  

Woolcock Street Investments Pty Ltd v CDG Pty Ltd (2004) 216 CLR 515, 530  

 Nature of the relationships:  

 Coherency of the law:  

 If the court was to find a duty of care, would it be consistent with other laws 

(including other bodies of law and statute), obligations, or duties owed by the 

defendant? 

 Indeterminacy:  

 Would recognising a duty of care in a particular case create a precedent or “expose 

[defendants] to a liability in an indeterminate amount for an indeterminate time to 

an indeterminate class” of persons? 

 Ultramares Corp v Touche, Niven & Co 174 NE 441 (1931), 444 (Cardozo CJ)  

Criticisms 

 Unclear how to determine which features are salient 

 The list of relevant factors is non-exhaustive and has not defining characteristic that binds 

them 

 It is hard to predict when a duty of care will be found 

Sullivan v Moody* 

 Two plaintiffs brought actions against medical practitioners, social workers, a hospital and 

the State (Dept. Community Welfare) 

 They had been accused of abusing their children 

 Defendants had referred them to the police 

 Charges ultimately dropped or not pursued 

 The plaintiffs suffered psychiatric harm 

 Alleged that this loss had been suffered by them due to the defendants’ negligent 

examination, diagnosis, investigation and reporting 

 High Court held: No duty of care owed 

 Factors relevant: 

1) Reasonably foreseeable that the plaintiffs would suffer harm if the defendants were 

negligent in investigating and reporting 

2) Coherency 

The duty of care if owed, ‘would so cut across other legal principles as to impair their 

proper application and thus lead to the conclusion that there is no duty of care of the 

kind asserted’: at [53] 

 Inconsistent with: 

 The defendant’s statutory powers, obligations and duties 

 Defamation law 

3) Indeterminate liability 



 Plaintiffs attempted to frame the duty alleged to be owed as one only to take 

reasonable care to “parents” in suspected abuse cases 

 Trying to limit the number of potential plaintiffs, or the extent of liability in 

future actions 

 Court held it “artificial” to limit the duty in this way 

 Read: [42]-[64]; 576-83 

 

Is there a duty of care? 

 

 

Negligence Claims for Pure Psychiatric Injury 

Consequential v Pure 

 Consequential psychiatric injury: 

 Suffered as a consequence of physical injury 

 Common law allows recovery:  

 Nader v Urban Transit Authority (1985) 2 NSWLR 501 

 Basis: Established duty or the reasonable foreseeability of the harm 

 Pure psychiatric injury: 

 Psychiatric injury is the only harm the plaintiff has suffered (includes where the 

plaintiff suffers psychiatric injury as a result of physical injury suffered by another) 

 Novel duty of care  Multi-factor approach   

 In other states, legislation governs this area 

 We are concentrating on the position in Queensland 

 

 



Multi-Factor Approach & Pure Psychiatric Injury 

1) The plaintiff must sustain a medically recognisable psychiatric injury 

 Not merely grief, anxiety or sorrow 

 ‘a plaintiff who is unable affirmatively to establish the existence of a recognisable psychiatric 

illness is not entitled to recover.  Grief and sorrow are among the “ordinary and inevitable 

incidents of life”; the very universality of those emotions denies to them the character of 

compensable loss under the tort of negligence’ 

 *Tame v NSW; Annetts v Stations Pty Ltd (2002) 211 CLR 317, 382 (citations omitted) 

(Gummow and Kirby JJ). 

2) Reasonable Foreseeability 

 The plaintiff must establish that in all the circumstances, it was reasonably foreseeable that 

they (as an individual or as a member of a class) could suffer psychiatric injury due to the 

defendant’s negligence 

  Necessary, but not sufficient 

 *Gifford v Strang Patrick Stevedoring Pty Ltd 

 READ: 291-303 (Gummow and Kirby JJ) 

Koehler v Cerebos (Australia) Ltd** 

 Employee suffered psychiatric injury as a result of what was happening at work 

 She could not carry out her duties in the time allocated to her and regularly 

informed management 

 No complaints made suggested that the difficulties were affecting her health 

 High Court held: no duty of care 

 ‘Because the inquiry about reasonable foreseeability takes the form it does, seeking 

to read an employer’s obligations under a contract … the employer engaging an 

employee to perform stated duties is entitled to assume, in the absence of evident 

signs warning of the possibility of psychiatric injury, that the employee considers that 

he or she is able to do the job’: at [36] 

 Therefore, to a reasonable person in the position of the employer, the plaintiff’s 

harm was not reasonably foreseeable 

Normal Fortitude, Direct Perception & Sudden Shock 

 Are no longer preconditions to finding a duty of care for pure psychiatric injury 

 Relevant to determining reasonably foreseeability only *Tame v NSW; Annetts v 

Stations Pty Ltd  

 Normal fortitude: 

 A risk of psychiatric injury may not be reasonably foreseeable, if the injury is due to 

some abnormal sensitivity on the part of the plaintiff 

 If the plaintiff is not of normal fortitude, they may still recover if: 

o The defendant knows of the plaintiff’s special position; or 

o If it is foreseeable that a reasonable (or “ordinary”) person in the plaintiff’s 

position would suffer psychiatric injury  

 Foreseeable if not far-fetched or fanciful 

o Only need to foresee injury of the “type” suffered, not the particular “kind” 

Tame v NSW** 

 Mrs Tame was involved in a motor vehicle accident 



 Interviewed by the police, who made an error on the accident report (recorded that she had 

a blood alcohol reading when  

she did not) 

 As soon as the mistake was realised, it was corrected 

 Mrs Tame developed a psychiatric illness 

 High Court held: 

 No duty of care 

 Plaintiff not of normal fortitude 

o In the circumstances it was not reasonably foreseeable that a reasonable 

person in her position would suffer a psychiatric injury 

o Expert evidence not decisive 

To be Reasonably Foreseeable 

 Direct perception: 

 Where a plaintiff suffers pure psychiatric injury as a result of harm occasioned to 

someone else … 

 Did the plaintiff have direct perception of the accident or its aftermath? 

 If so, makes the injury more foreseeable 

 No longer the case that that direct perception is a requirement for liability 

 *Gifford v Strang Patrick Stevedoring Pty Ltd 

 Plaintiffs recovered despite not attending the accident or the hospital 

 Were merely informed of his death at home 

 Here the relationship between the plaintiff and the victim may become more 

relevant 

 Sudden shock 

 Is the plaintiff’s pure psychiatric injury induced suddenly or by shock? 

 Also relevant to foreseeability 

 Protracted suffering may pose problems 

Annetts v Australian Stations Pty Ltd** 

 Plaintiffs were parents of a 16 year old boy who went to work as a jackeroo in remote 

Western Australia 

 Plaintiffs sought assurances from the employer that their son would be supervised 

 After 7 weeks, he was sent to work alone 

 He went missing 

 Parents were told that their son was missing over the telephone 

 They went to the search area, but found / saw nothing 

 More than four months later, they were told (by telephone) that their son’s body had been 

found 

 High Court held:  duty of care owed 

 Sudden shock and direct perception were not pre-requisites for liability 

 Even without those factors it was reasonably foreseeable that plaintiffs in the 

parents’ position would suffer psychiatric injury due to what had happened to their 

son 

3) Other Factors 

Relationships between the Parties: 

 Plaintiff and Victim 



 Originally required close ties of love and affection 

 Now, does not mean that the plaintiff must be related to the victim 

 *Gifford v Strang Patrick Stevedoring Pty Ltd at 289 (McHugh J): 

 ‘it is the closeness and affection of the relationship – rather than the legal status of 

the relationship – which is relevant … The relationship between two friends who have 

lived together for many years may be closer and more loving that that of two 

siblings’ 

 But can’t just be anyone!         Indeterminate liability  

 Plaintiff and Defendant 

 *Annetts v Australian Stations Pty Ltd 

 Defendant had assumed responsibility to the parents by undertaking ‘specifically to 

act to minimise the risk of harm to James and, by inference, to minimise the risk of 

psychiatric injury to the appellants’: 398 

Control and Vulnerability: 

 Defendant’s control over the risk of harm to the plaintiff 

 Plaintiff’s ability to take reasonable steps to protect themselves 

 *Gifford v Strang Patrick Stevedoring Pty Ltd 

 Because the defendant, their father’s employer, controlled the conditions and the risk of 

harm to him at work, the children had no way of protecting themselves against the 

psychiatric injury that occurred 

 See also: *Annetts v Australian Stations Pty Ltd 

Coherency: 

 Plaintiff and Defendant 

 If the court was to find a duty of care, would it be consistent with other laws (including other 

bodies of law and statute), obligations, or duties owed by the defendant? 

 Examples: 

 *Annetts v Australian Stations Pty Ltd 

 *Gifford v Strang Patrick Stevedoring Pty Ltd 

o Duty consistent with employer’s duty to provide a safe system of work 

 *Koehler v Cerebos (Australia) Limited  (contract of employment) 

 *Tame v New South Wales 

 *Sullivan v Moody 

Indeterminate liability 

 Would recognising a duty of care create a precedent or “expose [defendants] to a liability in 

an indeterminate amount for an indeterminate time to an indeterminate class” of persons? 

 If so, argues against a duty of care 

 Courts will look at: 

 The number of potential plaintiffs 

 Control mechanisms, or restrictions, that might be imposed on the duty 

 *Sullivan v Moody 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Week 6- Negligence Claims for Pure Economic Loss/Relational Loss 

Pure Economic Loss 
 Not Physical Damage 

 Damage to self or property 

 Not Consequential Economic Loss 

 Economic harm which is a direct result of actual physical damage 

 Eg: loss of wages, hospital expenses 

 Recognised (with physical damage) as being subject to a duty of care 

o Basis: Established duty or the reasonable foreseeability of the harm 

 Rather, it is economic loss that is not consequential upon physical damage to person or 

property 

Reluctance to Compensate for PEL 

 Courts are reluctant to compensate for pure economic loss due to POLICY arguments such 

as: 

 Damage not reasonably foreseeable: Cattle v Stockton Waterworks (1875) LR 10 QB 

453. 

 Where damage is reasonably foreseeable: 

 Fear of indeterminate liability:  Ultramares Corp v Touche, Niven & Co (1931) 174 NE 

441, 444   

o ‘If liability for pure economic loss was treated in the same way as liability for 

physical injury “a thoughtless slip or blunder ... may expose [defendants] to 

liability in an indeterminate amount, for an indeterminate time, to an 

indeterminate class”’ (Cardozo CJ) 

 Need for certainty 

 Floodgates 

 Disproportionate liability 

o See Balkin & Davis (5th ed), p 427 onward 

Pure Economic Loss Resulting from Damage to the Property of Another (Relational 

Loss) 

Caltex Oil v The Dredge ‘Willemstad’** 

 First case to modify the rule that pure economic loss, not consequent upon physical damage 

to the plaintiff’s person or property, does not sound in damages 

 Something more than reasonable foreseeability was required to allow recovery 

 Loss suffered: 

 Oil Lost from Pipeline  Physical Damage 

 Increased Transportation Costs  Pure Economic Loss 

 Unanimous decision that a duty of care was owed to Caltex for PEL 

 Different reasoning adopted by each member of the Court 

 All trying to protect against indeterminate liability 

Gibbs (555-6) and Mason (590-94) JJ 

 Def has knowledge of the Pl individually and not merely as a member of an unascertained 

class 

 The facts relevant to Gibbs J: 

 Some property of the Pl was in physical proximity to the damaged property 



 The Pl and the person whose property was injured were engaged in a common 

enterprise 

 The Def knew that the pipeline linked the terminal and the refinery and knew what 

its function was 

 Therefore should have had the Pl in contemplation, when dredging, as a person who 

would probably suffer economic loss if the pipe was broken 

 The facts relevant to Mason J: 

 The dredge and Decca knew of the pipe and that: 

o It carried oil, linked AOR to Caltex, and carried refined products to Caltex 

o These products were used by Caltex in its business 

o Negligence resulting in damage to the pipeline would result in loss of oil and 

increased transport costs 

 

Stephen J (568, 533-77) 

 Sufficient proximity between tortious act and injury 

 Def’s knowledge of likelihood of e/c loss if the pipes were damaged 

 Def’s knowledge of the existence of the pipe and its use 

 Negligent infliction of damage to the property of a 3rd party 

 Nature of detriment suffered by the Pl 

 Nature of the damages claimed 

Jacobs J 

 Duty of care owed to those whose: 

 ‘persons or property was in such physical propinquity to the place where the acts … had its 

physical effect, that a physical effect on the person or property of the plaintiff was 

foreseeable as a result’ 

 Duty owed because person/property of Caltex (oil refinery) was so physically close to the 

place where the acts of the defendant had their physical effect in wrecking the pipe, that a 

physical effect on the person or property of the plaintiff (immobilisation of oil) was 

foreseeable.  

Murphy J 

 No policy reasons to disallow recovery 

Christopher v The Motor Vessel ‘Fiji Gas’** 

 Pl’s = Crewmembers of a fishing vessel damaged in a collision with the Def’s vessel, the ‘Fiji 

Gas’ 

 Collision due to the negligent navigation of the ‘Fiji Gas’ 

 Crewmembers suffered pure economic loss while the vessel was being repaired 

 Received a % of the sale price of the product caught and sold on each voyage 

 Crew had no proprietary interest in the fishing vessel and no interest in the business 

Pincus JA and Thomas J at 61 962-3 

 Here Pl’s not known to the Def. as individuals at the time of the breach, only as members of 

an unascertained class 

 Caltex’s “proximity” and “physical propinquity” tests n/a  No physical effect on the Pls’ 

person or property (eg. not even a contractual relationship or right to be taken on as crew) 

 



Current Position 

 High Court has allowed recovery for PEL where class of potential Pls are in some way 

restricted and vulnerable 

 Whether or not they’re individually recognised at the time of the breach 

 Perre v Apand Pty Ltd   (Gaudron J) at 199 

 ‘It is not necessarily fatal to the recognition of a duty of care that the duty is owed to 

a class whose members cannot be identified with complete accuracy’ 

 Adopted in *Fortuna Seafoods 

Perre v Apand Pty Ltd 

 Pl = potato growers & processors 

 Grew to export to WA market 

 Def = planted seeds on Sparnon’s property 

 Seed infected with bacterial wilt 

 WA legislation prohibited import of potatoes from within 20km radius of infected property 

 Pl’s property not infected but couldn’t sell potatoes in WA 

 Pure economic loss 

Common Features 

 Foreseeability – should the Def have had the Pl’s interests in contemplation? 

 Is the Pl vulnerable or dependant on the Def? 

 Were Pls otherwise able to protect themselves? 

 Was the Def in overall control of the situation? 

 Def’s knowledge 

 Of the Pl’s as an ascertained class 

 Of the Pl’s vulnerability 

 Is there a physical / commercial closeness (proximity)? 

 Would liability impose undue burden on the Def? 

Fortuna Seafoods** 

 Fortuna Fishing’s vessel and Ganta Shipping’s bulk carrier collided 

 Pl = processing and selling agents (Fortuna Seafoods) who lost profit 

 TEST OF: Knowledge of the Pl individually and not merely as a member of an unascertained 

class – needs supplementation  

 Also relevant: 

 Reasonable foresight of the likelihood of harm 

o Was reasonably foreseeable that if the vessel sunk those who made a profit 

from processing and selling its catch may suffer loss 

 Def’s knowledge that the vessel, when damaged, was likely to be productive of 

economic loss to those relying directly upon its use 

 Indeterminate liability 

 Def’s control 

 Def knew, or had means of knowing, that Pl’s were members of an ascertainable 

class of vulnerable persons unable to protect themselves from harm 

1) Ascertainable class 

– Fortuna Fishing’s vessel and Ganta Shipping’s bulk carrier collided 

– Closeness of the commercial relationship: 

– Parties conducted the fishing operation as a common enterprise 



– Contractual right existing between the Pl and the owner of the vessel (right to process and 

sell the catch) 

2) Def knew or had means of knowing 

3) Vulnerability 

– Availability of insurance irrelevant 

– Cf Johnson Tiles Pty Ltd v Esso Australia Pty Ltd 

– Commercial gas customers were not vulnerable to economic loss resulting from a negligent 

stoppage of gas supply as business interruption insurance was commonplace and was an 

option open to any business to protect its interests (at [1103]) 

How to Answer a Question 
 ISAAC method 

 Identify all relevant facts: 

 Parties 

 Interests of parties 

 Relationships between parties 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Week 7 

 

 

What is Breach? 
 The fault part of the negligence action 

 An act or omission of the defendant 

 A failure to act as a reasonable person would in the circumstances  

Breach of the Duty of Care 
 Two stage process: 

 What is the relevant standard of care? 

 Has that standard been breached? 

 Onus of Proof – Plaintiff on balance of probabilities 

Standard of Care 
 Question of law 

 Objective test – the reasonable person 

 *Imbree v McNeilly; Glasgow Corporation v Muir 

 Measure of reasonableness not elimination of risk  Swain v Waverley Municipal 

Council 

 

Change in the Standard of Care 
 Emergency 

 Civil Liability Act 2003 (Qld) ss 26 and 27 



 Assistance to persons in distress by person performing duties for an entity as 

prescribed by the Civil Liability Regulation 

Children 

 Raise standard according to child's age and experience 

 *McHale v Watson 

 Cf Tucker v Tucker 

Disabled Persons 

 Does not alter standard 

Knowledge 

 Lack of knowledge/ignorance does not change standard 

 Actual knowledge (judged as at time of incident) does 

Skill 

 Raises standard to take into account special skill 

 eg doctor, specialist, trained persons 

 *Rogers v Whitaker  

Inexperience 

 No standard of care 

 *imbree 

Plaintiff with known disability 

 Raises the standard 

 Paris v Stepney Borough Council  

Plaintiff skill/knowledge 

 May lower the standard but must anticipate carelessness 

 Bus v Sydney City Council  

Children plaintiff 

 Take into account age and experience 

Intoxicated plaintiff 

 Civil Liability Act 2003 (Qld) s 46(1)(c)  

 Intoxication of plaintiff does not ‘increase or otherwise affect the standard of care owed to 

the person’ 

 

Time to check 
 Does the defendant owe the plaintiff a duty of care? 

 Identify relationship, established or novel? Is it non-delegable?  

 State scope and point out if alleged breach is within the scope 

 Has the defendant breached the duty of care? 

 What is the relevant standard of care? 

o Question of law, objective test: *Imbree v McNeilly 

o Check if facts indicate a possible change in standard 

o Apply to facts and state the standard 

 



Breach of the Standard of Care 
 Civil Liability Act 2003 (Qld) s 9(1): 

  A person does not breach a duty to take precautions against a risk of harm unless - 

(a) the risk was foreseeable (that is, it is a risk of which the person knew or ought reasonably 

to have known); and 

(b) the risk was not insignificant; and 

(c) in the circumstances, a reasonable person in the position of the person would have taken 

the precautions. 

 

Was the Risk Foreseeable? 

 Defendant must have known or ought to have known of the risk of harm  

 *Tame v New South Wales (prescribed case from week 5) 

 ‘reasonable foreseeability’ means not far-fetched or fanciful 

 *Wyong Shire Council v Shirt 

 Cannot be foreseeable just with the benefit of hindsight 

 

Risk not Insignificant? s9(1)(b) 

 Adds to test of reasonable foreseeability  

 RF too easily satisfied - “not far fetched or fanciful” not very demanding 

 Meandarra Aerial Spraying Pty Ltd v GEJ & MA Geldard Pty Ltd [2013] 

 A far-fetched or fanciful risk is necessarily so glaringly improbable as to be insignificant, but 

the obverse proposition may not necessarily be true. The generality of these descriptions 

makes it difficult to be dogmatic about this, but the statutory language does seem to convey 

a different shade of meaning. The difference is a subtle one (at [26]). 

 

 

  



Reasonable Response to the Risk?: s9(1)(c) 

 To determine you apply Civil Liability Act 2003 s 9(2): 

a) the probability that the harm would occur if care was not taken; 

b) the likely seriousness of the harm;  

c) the burden of taking the precautions to avoid the harm; and 

d) the social utility of the risk-creating activity.  

 …Amongst “other things”: statutory / professional / customary standards; anticipation 

 Referred to as ‘calculus of negligence’ 

Probability of the harm: s9(2)(a) 

 Consider the probability of the harm arising not the conduct  

 *Roads & Traffic Authority (New South Wales) v Dederer  

 Foreseeable ≠ Probable 

 *Roads & Traffic Authority NSW v Dederer 

 Woods v Multi-Sports Holdings Pty Ltd  

Likely Seriousness 

 Assessed as at time of injury 

 The greater the harm that could befall a plaintiff if the risk of injury eventuates, the greater 

the precautions that are required of the defendant 

 Ask yourself, what is the worst case scenario? 

 *Roads & Traffic Authority (NSW) v Dederer  

Burden of Taking Precautions: s 9(2)(c) 

 Court has regard to the expense, difficulty and convenience of available precautions 

 Court will balance cost, difficulty and inconvenience of taking precautions against risk of 

foreseeable injury 

 Romeo v Conservation Commission (NT) 

 Inability of the defendant to afford the precautions does not render the precautions 

impracticable 

 Practicability of precautions will depend upon all of the circumstances of the case 

 *Roads & Traffic Authority NSW v Dederer   

 Woods v Multi-Sports Holdings Pty Ltd  

Civil Liability Act 2003 s 10 
(a) the burden of taking precautions to avoid a risk of harm includes the burden of taking 

precautions to avoid similar risks of harm for which the person may be responsible; and 

– Romeo v Conservation Commission (NT) 

(b) the fact that a risk of harm could have been avoided by doing something in a different way does 

not of itself give rise to or affect liability for the way in which the thing was done; and 

(c) the subsequent taking of action that would (had the action been taken earlier) have avoided a 

risk of harm does not of itself give rise to or affect liability in relation to the risk and does not of itself 

constitute an admission of liability in connection with the risk. 

Social utility of risk creating activity: s 9(2)(d) 

 Balance the utility of the activities of the defendant in terms of the overall benefit to the 

community and the threat of harm to the plaintiff which these activities endanger 



“Other things”: s 9(2) 

 Customary standards 

 Mercer v Commissioner for Road Transport and Tramways (NSW)  

 Statutory standards 

 Breach of statutory standard is not conclusive as to breach but evidence towards 

proving breach 

 Tucker v McCann 

 Anticipation 

 Anticipate inadvertence/negligence of others 

 McLean v Tedman 

 Sibley v Kais  

 Sudden emergency 

 *Derrick v Cheung 

 

Balancing the factors (the “things”) 

 Whether a reasonable person in the position of the defendant would have taken the 

precautions? 

 Remember to answer the issue! 

If the duty is non-delegable 

 NOT strictly liable 

 Defendant must be at fault – in breach of the duty  

 *Lepore v NSW (prescribed case from week 4) 

Solicitors 

 Solicitors owe clients a duty of care to clients and the scope of duty is to exercise reasonable 

care in carrying out terms of retainer 

 Heydon v NRMA Ltd 

 Standard – a reasonable and competent solicitor 

 Also - Legal Profession Act 2007 s 418: 

 conduct of an Australian legal practitioner happening in connection with the practice 

of law that falls short of the standard of competence and diligence that a member of 

the public is entitled to expect of a reasonably competent Australian legal 

practitioner  

 Australian Solicitors Conduct Rules, rule 4.1.3: 

 A solicitor must deliver legal services competently, diligently and as promptly as 

possible  

Breach of duty = Breach of LP Act 

 Possible complaint by client 

 Possible orders upon investigation: 

 name be removed from the local roll; 

 practising certificate be suspended for a stated period or cancelled; 

 a compensation order (specific work be carried out without the charging of any fee, 

compensation for pecuniary loss suffered by the complainant from the 

unsatisfactory 

 professional conduct or professional misconduct); 



 undertake and complete a stated course of further legal education 

Did they owe a duty of care example 

 Yes, this is an established duty of occupier and entrant. The duty is to exercise reasonable 

care not to expose entrants to foreseeable risks of harm: *Strong v Woolworths Ltd (t/a Big 

W) 

 

 What is the relevant standard of care? 

 Question of law, objective test: *Imbree v McNeilly 

 New business does not lower the standard: *Imbree v McNeilly 

 Standard = reasonable and prudent business carrying on the sport of 

rock climbing 

 Has the standard been breached? 

 Was the risk foreseeable and not insignificant?: CLA s 9(1)(a) and (b); 

*Wyong SC v Shirt 

 Clearly a foreseeable risk – if do not instruct, supervise, provide 

correct equipment, a climber may be injured 

 Risk is not insignificant, if there is a lack of supervision etc, 

significant risk of harm 

 Reasonable response? CLA s 9(1)(c); *Wyong SC v Shirt 

 Probability – 60 incidents of serious injury in 2 years: CLA s 9(2)(a); *RTA v Dederer 

 Seriousness – falling off a cliff could have very serious consequences, severe personal injury 

even death: CLA s 9(2)(b); *RTA v Dederer 

 Precautions – provide proper training, supervise initial climb, ensure correct gear is worn, 

erect signs. Nothing very difficult, inconvenient or expensive to indicate these would not be 

considered reasonable in the circumstances: CLA s 9(1)(c); *RTA v Dederer 

 Social utility – not relevant: CLA s 9(2)(d) 

 Customary standards: other similar businesses advise as to the footwear etc.  Not conclusive 

of breach but is evidence 

 Statutory standards – Code of safe practice breached. Not conclusive of breach but is 

evidence 

 Anticipation – anticipate that novice climbers do not know of safety procedures: *Derrick v 

Cheung 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Week 8 

The Damage Element 
1) Loss/damage suffered by Pl must be of a kind recognised at law 

2) Loss/damage must have been caused by the Def’s breach of duty 

(Factual Causation) 

3) Loss/damage must be not too remote a consequence of the Def’s breach 

(Scope of Liability)  

Recognised at Law 

 Question of Law 

 Examples of recognised damage: 

 Personal (physical) injury 

 Property damage 

 Economic loss 

o Pure 

o Consequential 

 Psychiatric injury (nervous shock) 

o Medically recognisable psychiatric illness 

Loss of Chance/Opportunity 

 Has been recognised in some pure economic loss claims 

 Eg: a solicitor’s failure to institute legal proceedings within the time period 

 Compare with physical injury / medical negligence 

 Eg: lost chance of a better medical outcome (argument rejected by HC) 

Tabet v Gett 

 At Trial: Def doctor was negligent in failing to diagnose a brain tumour in the 6 year old Pl   

 The doctor had not ordered a timely CT Scan 

 The plaintiff suffered brain damage 

 Had the tumour been discovered, earlier treatment would have resulted in a 40% chance of 

a better outcome (some of the brain damage may have been avoided) 

 It could not be established, on the balance of probabilities, that earlier diagnosis => no brain 

damage 

 The trial judge concluded that the defendant had caused the plaintiff to lose this 40% chance 

of a better medical outcome 

 High Court: considered the common law of Australia should not recognise the loss of a 

chance of a better outcome as actionable damage in medical negligence cases  

 Concluded that the damage suffered by the plaintiff was the physical injury which occurred 

rather than the lost chance of avoiding it 

 Could not establish that the Def’s breach caused that physical injury on the balance of 

probabilities - so Pl could not recover 

 Leading judgement given by Kiefel J (Hayne and Bell JJ and Crennan J agreeing) 

 “Expressing what is said to have been lost as the loss of a chance was said ... to divert 

attention from the proper connection between fault and damage... in cases of the kind in 

question what is involved is in truth not a loss of a chance.  The factors present in that chance 

have played themselves out when physical injury or death occurs.  What is in issue is a past 

event” (at [143]) 

 



Damage not Recognised 

 Damage too vague to assess 

 “Wrongful life” cases 

 Associated with illegality  Meadows v Ferguson  [1961] VR 594 

 Fright, anguish or grief 

 *Tame v NSW; *Annetts v Australian Stations Pty Ltd 

 “a plaintiff who is unable affirmatively to establish the existence of a recognisable 

psychiatric illness is not entitled to recover.  Grief and sorrow are among the 

‘ordinary and inevitable incidents of life’; the very universality of these emotions 

denies to them the character of compensable loss under the tort of negligence”  

(citations omitted) (Gummow and Kirby JJ at 382) 

 Vexation 

 

 

Factual Causation 

 Pl must prove that their damage was caused by the Def’s wrongful act or omission 

 Did the Def’s negligent conduct play a part in bringing about the Pl’s harm? 

 Question of fact 

 Two issues: 

 Standard of Proof 

 Tests for Factual Causation 

 Necessary condition?? S11(1) 

 Apply but for 

Standard of Proof 

 Pl must establish factual causation on the balance of probabilities: *Tabet v Gett 

 >50% likelihood that Def’s breach caused Pl’s damage 

 If causation is established on a 60% basis then the Pl is compensated 100% 

 If established on only a 40% basis, then zero recovery 

 Hotson v EBA Health Authority  [1987] AC 750 

Hotson’s Case 

 Hospital failed to diagnose or correct a child’s hip injury for 5 days 

 The long term disability was 75% likely to occur regardless of treatment 

 Def’s failure to diagnose meant now 100% likely to occur 

 Hospital admitted that the delay was a breach 

 House of Lords held: 

 Pl failed to prove that Def increased risk of injury by 50% or more 

 Injury caused by the fall and not hospital’s negligence 

Section 12 Civil Liability Act 

 In deciding liability for breach of a duty, the plaintiff always bears the onus of proving, on 

the balance of probabilities, any fact relevant to the issue of causation. 

 Supports this standard of proof 

Tests for Factual Causation 

 A question of fact, but the test applied is a legal test 

 Now: Civil Liability Act 2003 (Qld), s 11 



 Act applies to breaches on/after 2 December 2002 

 Generally has not changed the Common Law: 

 So: In an exam remember ... 

 You start with s 11 (not the Common Law) 

 Then use case law to interpret the section 

Section 11 Civil Liability Act 

11 General principles 

(1) A decision that a breach of duty caused particular 

     harm comprises the following elements— 

 (a) the breach of duty was a necessary condition of  the occurrence of the harm (factual 

causation); … 

(2) In deciding in an exceptional case, in accordance with 

     established principles, whether a breach of duty — 

     being a breach of duty that is established but which 

     can not be established as satisfying subsection (1)(a) — 

     should be accepted as satisfying subsection (1)(a), the 

     court is to consider (among other relevant things) 

     whether or not and why responsibility for the harm 

     should be imposed on the party in breach. 

(3) … 

Necessary Condition of the Occurrence of the Harm: s11(1)(a) 

 Restatement of the “but for” test: *Wallace v Kam 

 Would the Pl have suffered the harm “but for” the Def’s breach? 

 Def’s act or omission caused the Pl’s damage, if the damage would not have occurred BUT 

FOR that act or omission 

 A necessary condition is therefore ‘a condition that must be present for the occurrence of 

the harm’: *Strong v Woolworths Limited (at [20]) 

 Where there is only one potential cause of the Pl’s loss the “but for” test can be easily 

applied to determine whether causation is established under s 11(1)(a) ... 

*Strong v Woolworths Ltd (French CJ, Gummow, Crennan & Bell JJ) 

 Appellant’s crutch slipped on a greasy chip on  

the floor of a sidewalk sales area outside Big W  

at 12:30pm 

 Area under the care and control of Woolworths  

 The shopping centre had a contract with a cleaning company which required the inspection 

of floors every 15 to 20 minutes 

 Did the absence of a similar cleaning system on Woolworths’ part caused the Pl’s 

injury? 

 Required consideration of the probable course of events had Woolworths’ failure to 

clean not occurred 

 Def argued that, in the absence of evidence that the chip had been there for some time, as it 

was lunch time, it was likely the chip would not have been on the ground long enough for it 

to be detected and removed 



 High Court held: 

 “There was no basis for concluding that chips are more likely to be eaten for lunch than for 

breakfast or as a snack during the course of the morning” (at [37]) 

 The balance of probabilities favoured the conclusion that the chip had been dropped in the 

first 4 or so hours of trading, and not only shortly before the fall 

 Therefore, “but for” Woolworths’ failure to have a system in place for periodic cleaning, on 

the balance of probabilities it was more likely than not that the chip would have been 

detected and the appellant’s fall prevented 

*Adeels Palace Pty Ltd v Moubarak 

 Fight broke out at a New Year’s function 

 A man, who was hit in the face, later returned with a 

gun, shooting and wounding two customers 

 The customers sued the function centre proprietor 

 Alleged failure to prevent the shooting by employing security personnel to act as crowd 

control 

 High Court held: 

 “But for” test of factual causation not established 

 “The absence of security personnel at Adeels Palace on the night the plaintiffs were shot was 

not a necessary condition of their being shot” (at 442) 

The “But For” or “Necessary Condition” test ... 

 The most commonly used test 

 Especially in the NEGATIVE sense 

Multiple Causes 

 “But for” test remains useful, in its negative sense, in eliminating from the multiple causes 

those which make no difference to the Pl’s injury 

 s 11(1)(a) may still apply if it can be said that each cause remains a necessary condition of 

the occurrence of the Pl’s harm 

 Eg: *Zanner v Zanner 

*Zanner v Zanner 

 Mrs Zanner suffered crush injuries and burns after being run over by her 11 year old son 

 The standard of care owed in the circumstances was reduced, on account of the Def being a 

child, but it was nevertheless breached 

 In relation to factual causation: 

 Although there were multiple causes of the injury: 

a) The son’s driving; and 

b) Mrs Zanner’s own contributory negligence;  

 s 5D(1) (the equivalent of s 11(1)(a)) was satisfied as the common law “but for” test was 

satisfied 

 N]otions of cause at common law can incorporate “materially contributed to” in a way which 

would satisfy the “but for” test.  Some factors which are only contributing factors can give a 

positive “but for” answer.  Both the driver who goes through the red light and the driver with 

whom he collides who is not paying attention contribute to the accident.  If either episode of 

neglect had not occurred the accident would not have occurred”  

           Per Allsop P at [11] 

 Therefore, 



 A person whose negligent conduct is a necessary condition of the harm may be held liable 

for that harm even though some other person’s conduct was also a necessary condition of 

that harm 

 And in that sense make a material contribution to it 

 The defendant’s material contribution must be established on the balance of probabilities 

Problems with “But For” Test 

 March v Stramare (1991) 171 CLR 506 at 508, 516  

(Mason J) 

 “I do not accept that the ‘but for’ … test ever was or now should become the exclusive test of 

causation .. in truth the application of the test proves to be either inadequate or troublesome 

in various situations in which there are multiple acts or events leading to the plaintiff’s 

injury” 

 If there is more than one cause of the Pl’s damage, the “but for” test (under s 11(1)(a)) does 

not always work 

 Eg: where there are “evidentiary gaps” 

 

Exceptional Cases: s11(2) 

 Applies to multiple causes when s 11(1)(a) is not satisfied 

 11 General principles 

 (2) In deciding in an exceptional case, in accordance with established 

     principles, whether a breach of duty — being a breach of duty 

     that is established but which can not be established as satisfying 

     subsection (1)(a) — should be accepted as satisfying subsection 

     (1)(a), the court is to consider (among other relevant things) 

     whether or not and why responsibility for the harm should be 

     imposed on the party in breach. 

 Example: 

 *Fairchild v Glenhaven Funeral Services Ltd   

 [2003] 1 AC 32 

 

*Fairchild v Glenhaven Funeral Services Ltd   

 Pl exposed to asbestos during successive periods of employment with all Defs 

 All Defs had been subject to a duty to take measures to prevent employees inhaling asbestos 

dust because of the known risk of disease 

 All Defs had breached that duty 

 Disease may have been caused by the inhalation of a single fibre of asbestos 

 Evidence could not establish when, or during which period of employment, that occurred 

 The ‘but for’ test could not be satisfied 

 House of Lords held:  

 Sufficient to prove that each Def’s breach materially increased the risk of the Pl contracting 

the disease 

 No substantial difference between materially increasing the risk of injury and making a 

material contribution to the injury – on the balance of probabilities 

 In these cases a Def will be liable where a Pl proves that the Def’s wrongful act or omission, 

on the balance of probabilities, substantially or materially contributes to the Pl’s damage 



Causation and Policy 

 The legal concept of factual causation is not based on logical, philosophical or scientific 

notions of cause 

 Rather, “the resolution of the question of causation has been said to involve the 

commonsense idea of one matter being the cause of another” 

 *Tabet v Gett (at [112]) ‘ 

 Policy considerations and value judgements may therefore be required to be made and 

considered in determining factual causation under s 11(2): 

“the court is to consider (among other relevant things) whether or not and why responsibility 

for the harm should be imposed on the party in breach” 

 Policy considerations are relevant under s 11(2) where you have an “evidentiary gap” as in: 

 *Fairchild v Glenhaven Funeral Services Ltd 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Week 9 

Section 11(3) Civil Liability Act 
11 General principles 

(3) If it is relevant to deciding factual causation to decide what the person who suffered harm would 

have done if the person who was in breach of the duty had not been so in breach— 

a) the matter is to be decided subjectively in  the light of all relevant circumstances, 

subject  to paragraph (b); and 

b) any statement made by the person after suffering the harm about what he or she would 

have done is inadmissible except to the extent  (if any) that the statement is against his or 

her interest. 

Causation 
 Subjective test of causation 

 What would the Pl have done if the Def had not been negligent? (but for test) 

 Confirmed by s 11(3)(a) 

 Common Law allowed: 

 Objective evidence 

 Subjective evidence – Pl’s direct testimony 

o Criticised due to its biased or self-serving nature 

 Section 11(3)(b): 

 Pl’s direct testimony about what he or she would have done is inadmissible, unless 

against the Pl’s interest 

        = Change from the Common Law 

 Direct testimony on factual causation is not allowed 

Scope of Liability 
 Is the Pl’s damage too remote a consequence of the Def’s breach? 

 A question of law 

 Prior to CLA: referred to as ‘causation in law’ or ‘remoteness’ 

 Places a limit on the extent to which a Def is deemed liable for the loss caused by their 

breach under s 11(1)(a) or (2) 

 A matter of policy 

Section 11 Civil Liability Act 
11 General principles 

(1) A decision that a breach of duty caused particular harm comprises the following elements— 

 b) it is appropriate for the scope of the liability of the person in breach to extend to the harm so 

caused (scope of liability). 

(4) For the purpose of deciding the scope of liability, 

     the court is to consider (among other relevant 

     things) whether or not and why responsibility for 

     the harm should be imposed on the party who 

     was in breach of the duty. 

 



 Consideration of normative issues, including: 

 whether the damage was reasonably foreseeable; 

 whether the breach was a legally significant cause; and 

 whether (if there is more than one cause of a Pl’s harm) any of the other causes of harm 

amount to intervening acts which will limit the defendant’s liability or release them from 

liability in relation to all or part of the Pl’s damage. 

Reasonably Foreseeable 
 A Def is not liable for all the consequences of their wrongful acts or omissions, only those 

which are reasonably foreseeable 

 Always to be considered in every case 

 See also: *Mahony v Kruschich (Demolitions) Pty Ltd   

Wagon Mound 
 Def’s employee allowed oil to spill from ship and spread under Pl’s wharf 

 Oil ignited when molten metal fell from Pl’s welding on wharf, damaging wharf and nearby 

ships 

 Pl’s action negligence action unsuccessful 

 Damage not reasonably foreseeable, as oil would not normally burn on water 

 How foreseeable must the damage be? 

 A real risk is one which would occur in the mind of a reasonable man in the position 

of the defendant … and which he would not brush aside as far fetched  

 

Foreseeability in Negligence 

 

 

  

 

 



Foreseeability in Damage 
 It’s the foreseeability of the kind of damage 

 not the manner in which it occurs, or its extent 

 Example: 

 A Pl goes to the aid of workmates injured in a work accident. After he carries one injured 

worker to the ambulance, he finds out that the man had died 

 Plaintiff develops schizophrenia 

 Here:  

 Although the extent of the injury (ie. development of schizophrenia) is not a foreseeable 

consequence of the defendant employer’s negligence, some kind of mental disorder was 

reasonably foreseeable 

 *Chapman v Hearse 

Chapman v Hearse* 
 Chapman (C) injured in m.v.a. due to own negligence 

 Dr Cherry was treating C on roadway when Hearse (H) negligently ran over him 

 In considering C’s liability: 

 Held: It was not necessary for Dr Cherry’s estate to show that the precise manner in which 

his injuries were sustained was reasonably foreseeable as a consequence of C’s negligent 

driving 

 Ie. That C would be thrown onto the roadway, that it would be dark and wet; that a doctor 

would be in the vicinity and would give first aid with no other person present to warn 

oncoming traffic, and that the doctor would shortly be run down 

Eggshell Skull Rule 
 Test of reasonable foreseeability is subject to the eggshell skull rule 

 A tortfeasor must take their victim as they find them 

 Once a breach of a Def’s duty to a Pl is found because the type of injury suffered was 

reasonably foreseeable, the defendant’s liability will extend to any aggravation of 

that injury due to some inherent susceptibility of the plaintiff  

 Doesn’t just apply to physical injury  must pay full extent of loss (wages) even if 

very wealthy etc. 

Legally Significant Cause 
 Whether: 

 one or multiple causes of a Pl’s loss, and 

 even if factual causation can be established under s 11(1)(a), or exceptionally s 

11(2), 

 the court needs to consider whether the Def’s breach is a “legally significant cause” 

 Requires the court to consider, if warranted, the normative (or policy) issue of whether it is 

justified in imposing liability on the Def 

Wallace v Kam* 
 An operation carried two risks that a doctor should have warned a patient about 

 Risk A – a 5% chance of permanent paralysis 

 Risk B – a risk of neurapraxia (which alone would not have caused the patient to 

refuse surgery) 

 Doctor fails to warn the patient about both risks 



 Risk B occurs, but not Risk A 

 In terms of scope of liability: 

 Might argue that the Dr “should” be liable because the risk that occurred was one 

which the Dr should have warned the patient about as part of their duty of care to 

provide information and advice: *Rogers v Whitaker 

 Did the doctor’s breach of duty cause the patient’s neurapraxia? 

 Factual causation established 

o ‘But for’ Dr’s failure to disclose both risks the Pl would not have had the 

procedure and would not have suffered the harm 

o The Dr’s breach was therefore a necessary condition of the occurrence of 

the Pl’s harm under the Civil Liability Act (NSW) (see 11(1)(a) in Qld) 

 Scope of liability prevented liability 

o The duty to warn’s purpose was to ‘enable the patient “to avoid the 

occurrence of … particular physical injury the risk of which [the] patient is 

not prepared to accept”.’: at [8] 

Zanner v Zanner** 
 Taking into account relevant policy considerations, it was appropriate to impose 

responsibility for the harm on the car’s driver 

 It was a: ‘matter of policy that dangerous, potentially lethal machines such as motor vehicles 

must be driven with due care and attention.  If they are not, and the driver, owing a relevant 

duty is found by his breach of that duty to have factually caused the relevant harm, then 

there was every reason, as a matter of policy why he should be held responsible for the 

harm so caused’: at [69] 

Intervening Acts (Novus Actus Interveniens) 
 If a new independent act either: 

 intervenes after the Def’s wrongful conduct but before the damage is sustained by 

the Pl; or 

 builds on the Pl’s injury caused by the Def  

 May be argued that the act breaks the chain of causation and releases the Def from liability 

from that point in time 

= Policy choice that no liability is to attach 

 For the chain to be broken, two characteristics must be present: 

 Voluntary act 

 Causally independent act 

Voluntary Act 
 Haber v Walker   

 Pl’s husband committed suicide as the result of depression caused by injuries sustained in a 

motor vehicle accident caused by the Def 

 The suicide was not an intervening act 

 Due to his mental state, the suicide could not be regarded as a voluntary human action 

Causally Independent Act 
 To be an intervening act, the subsequent event must not only be voluntary, but it must be a 

new and independent act   

 This means that: 



 The subsequent conduct must be unrelated to the situation created by the earlier 

negligence; OR 

 The intervening action must not, in the ordinary course of things, be the very kind of 

thing likely to happen as the result of the defendant’s negligence 

 

Chapman v Hearse** 
 Chapman (C) injured in m.v.a. due to own negligence 

 Dr Cherry was treating C on roadway when Hearse (H) negligently ran over him 

 Cherry’s estate sued H, who sued C 

 C argued that H’s negligent driving was an intervening act so C not liable 

 Held: Dr Cherry’s presence on the road was a direct result of C’s negligence and as being hit 

by a car was the very thing likely in the circumstances as a result, there was no break in the 

chain of causation 

 C remained liable 

Mahony v Kruschich (Demolitions) Pty Ltd 
 Employer’s negligence injured employee 

 Employee further injured due to a doctor’s negligent treatment of that injury 

 Employer argued that negligent treatment broke the chain of causation, so not liable for 

further injury 

 Held: Need for the medical treatment was a result of the defendant’s negligence and was 

the very thing one could expect to result 

 When a Pl receives further injury due to the medical treatment of injuries caused by 

the Def, some degree of negligence in treatment is foreseeable and provided the Pl 

acts reasonably in seeking or accepting treatment, negligent treatment will not 

break the chain of causation unless it is “inexcusably bad”.  

Summary of Damage Element 
1. Identify from the facts the loss suffered, classify and consider if it is recognised at law 

2. Factual causation   

 If only one event/cause - CLA s 11(1)(a) will be satisfied if the “but for” test is satisfied – 

because then the Def’s breach is a necessary condition of the occurrence of the harm: 

*Wallace or *Strong v Woolworths Ltd or *Adeels 

 If more than one event/cause 

 Identify all possible causes 

 Consider whether s 11(1)(a) is satisfied: *Wallace / *Strong / *Adeels; and *Zanner 

 If s 11(1)(a) cannot apply, consider s 11(2) in the “case of evidentiary gaps” and apply 

the law from *Fairchild  

 Any statement by plaintiff?: CLA s 11(3) 

 Proved by the Pl on the “balance of probabilities”: CLA s 12 

3. Scope of Liability: CLA s 11(1)(b); 11(4) 

 Was it RF that the kind of carelessness by the Def would cause the kind of damage suffered 

by the Pl?:  

 Wagon Mound / *Mahony / *Chapman v Hearse  

 Egg shell skull rule 

 If more than one event contributes to the Pl’s loss, are any of those later events intervening 

acts? 



 Was the intervening act:  

a) voluntary; and  

b) a new and independent act (ie. not the very thing likely):  

o Haber v Walker / *Chapman v Hearse / *Mahony 

 Was the Def’s breach a legally significant cause of the Pl’s harm? 

 Even though factual causation under s 11(1)(a) or (2) has already been found 

 Requires a consideration of: 

o Whether , for some policy reason, a Def responsible for a Pl’s circumstances 

/ harm should nevertheless be held not liable 

o Whether the court is justified in imposing liability on the Def 

o State Rail Authority v Wiegold / *Wallace / *Zanner 

 

Concurrent Tortfeasors 

 

 



 

 

Apportionment of Liability 
 Generally where two (or more) separate acts of negligence combine to cause a Pl’s damage, 

each wrongdoer will be liable 

 The 1st tortfeasor (defendant) will also be responsible for the damage caused by a 2nd, when 

the acts of the 2nd tortfeasor do not amount to an intervening act releasing the 1st tortfeasor 

from liability 

 Eg: *Mahony v Kruschich; *Chapman v Hearse etc.  

Law Reform Act 1995 (Qld) 
 Applies to both joint and several concurrent tortfeasors 

 Section 6: 

 Pl may bring an action against each & all of the concurrent tortfeasors 

 Each concurrent tortfeasor may seek contribution from the other(s) 

 Section 7: 

 Contribution recoverable, is that which is ‘just and equitable’ with regard to that 

person’s responsibility for the damage 

Just and Equitable 
 In deciding what is “just and equitable” the court is to consider: 

 Each defendant’s degree of departure from the standard of care of the reasonable 

man; and 

 The relative importance of each of the defendant’s acts in causing the loss suffered 

by the Pl. 

 It is the whole of the conduct of each negligent party in the circumstances which must be 

subjected to a comparative examination of relative culpability 

 *Chapman v Hearse: 

 Just and equitable to require C to only contribute ¼ of the damages awarded 

 Considering the circumstances of the accident, H ‘was “principally responsible” for 

the fatality’ 

 Therefore multiple wrongdoers are jointly and severally liable (solidary liability) 

 Each liable for full amount of Pl’s loss 

 Pl can only recover full amount of loss once 

 Each wrongdoer can recover contribution from those not sued 

= Liability apportioned between Def’s in accordance with responsibility for loss 

 



Ch 2, pt 2 Civil Liability Act 2003 (Qld): Proportionate Liability 
 Applies to claims for economic loss / property damage only NOT TO personal injury claims: s 

28(1), (3) 

 Applies re several concurrent tortfeasors: s 30(1) to breaches on / after 1 March 2005: s 4(3) 

 Abolishes solidary liability 

 Section 31: 

 A Def’s liability for a Pl’s loss restricted to that for which the Def is “responsible” 

 Example: 

 PREVIOUSLY: if A liable ($250,000) and B ($500,000), A might pay the full amount ($750,000) 

of the Pl’s judgement 

 NOW: if A only liable to the extent of $250,000, they can only be ordered to pay that much 

CANT USE CLA TO APORTION LIABILITY IF ITS PERSONAL INJURY 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Week 10 

Negligence 
 Plaintiff must prove on balance of probabilities: 

 Duty of care 

 Breach of duty 

 Damage 

 Defendant must prove on balance of probabilities: 

 Defences: 

 Contributory negligence 

 Volenti non fit injuria 

 Joint illegal activity 

 Specific provisions of the Civil  Liability Act 2003  

 

Other Possibilities 
 Parties may be in a contractual relationship, where there is an exclusion clause 

 Time limitation may have expired 

 Personal injuries = 3 years: Limitation of Actions Act 1974 (Qld) s 11 

 Property or economic loss = 6 years: Limitation of Actions Act 1974 (Qld) s 10 

Contributory Negligence 
 … a plaintiff is guilty of contributory negligence when the plaintiff exposes himself or herself 

to a risk of injury which might reasonably have been foreseen and avoided and suffers an 

injury within the class of risk to which the plaintiff is exposed 

 *Josslyn v Berryman 

Defendant must prove… 
1. Plaintiff negligent (at fault) 

2. That negligence  

a) contributed to or caused the plaintiff’s loss 

b) foreseeable loss 

Plaintiff Negligent 

 Plaintiff exhibited a want of care for their own interests 

 Question of fact 

 Plaintiff’s conduct is judged against the standard of reasonable care 

 ‘the standard of care required of the person who suffered harm is that of a 

reasonable person in the position of that person’ 

o CLA s 23(2)(a) 

 CLA s 9 to determine if plaintiff at fault: CLA s 23(1) 

o Foreseeable? Not insignificant? Reasonable person take the precautions 

(probability, seriousness, reasonable alternatives, social utility, other 

things…)? 

Contributed to the Foreseeable Injury 

 Causation 

 question of fact 



 Injuries suffered by the plaintiff are foreseeable consequence and would have been avoided 

or reduced had the plaintiff taken reasonable care  

 Fitzgerald v Penn 

 Gent-Diver v Neville  

Consequences of Contributory Negligence 

 Apportionment of damages 

 Law Reform Act 1995 (Qld) s 10(1)(b) 

 The damages recoverable for the wrong … are to be reduced to such extent as the 

court thinks just and equitable having regard to the claimant’s share in the 

responsibility for the damage. 

 

“Just and Equitable” 

 Compare defendant and plaintiff’s conduct to assess culpability 

 Pennington v Norris 

 Plaintiff failed to keep look out when crossing road vs Defendant driving at excessive 

speed, in the wet and mist at a time when people leaving hotels 

 High Court reduced contributory negligence assessment from 50% to 20% on appeal 

 Negligence of defendant in high degree more culpable than plaintiff 

 

100% Contributorily Negligent 

 CLA s 24 – may make a finding of 100% if just and equitable 

 Claim is then defeated 

Example 

 Valdemar is driving in the city. He is negligent and hits a pedestrian – Sabina – causing 

personal injury. 

 Sabina, at the time of the incident, was running across a pedestrian crossing when it signalled 

‘Don’t walk’. 

 Sabina suffered personal injuries. 

 Can Valdemar prove contributory negligence? 

 Sabina was negligent 

 Reasonable person in the circumstances: CLA s 23(2) 

 Foreseeable and not insignificant risk, probability moderate/high, very serious injury 

possible, could have waited for lights, breach of road regulations, anticipate 

carelessness of other road users, therefore Sabina was negligent 

 CLA s 23(1) and s 9 

 Were the injuries Sabina suffered were caused by her negligence and were they the 

foreseeable result of that negligence? 

 By crossing the road against the sign, Sabina either caused or at least contributed to 

her injuries. 

 Personal injury is the kind of damage that would be the foreseeable result of crossing 

a road without due care. 

 Therefore, Sabina is contributory negligent 

 Her damages would be reduced to reflect her own culpability (ie ‘just and equitable’): LRA s 

10; *Pennington v Norris 



 It is possible that it is ‘just and equitable’ to reduce her damages by 100%: CLA s 24 

 

CLA Presumptions of Contributory Negligence: ss 47-49 

 ‘Intoxication’  

 ‘the person is under the influence of alcohol or a drug to the extent that the person’s 

capacity to exercise proper care and skill is impaired’ 

 CLA Sch 2  

Plaintiff intoxicated: CLA s 47 

 CN presumed if plaintiff intoxicated at time of breach and defendant alleges CN 

 s 47(1) and (2) 

 Presumption may be rebutted 

 Intoxication did not contribute to breach or was not self-induced: s 47(3) 

 Reduction in damages of a minimum of 25%: s 47(4)  

 if a plaintiff was a driver with BAC of 0.15 or more at least 50% reduction: s47(5) 

Defendant intoxicated: CLA s 48 

 CN presumed if plaintiff at least 16 years at time of breach, relied on care and skills of 

intoxicated defendant and plaintiff was aware or ought to have been aware of intoxication 

and defendant alleges CN 

 CLA s 48(1) and (2) 

 Presumption may be rebutted 

 Intoxication did not contribute to breach or plaintiff could not reasonably be 

expected to avoid relying upon defendant’s care and skill: s 48(3) 

 Reduction in damages of minimum 25%: s48(4) 

Intoxicated driver: CLA s 49 

 If s 48 applies and .. 

 Breach arose from motor vehicle accident 

 Plaintiff was passenger and defendant was driver 

 BAC 0.15 or more or incapable of exercising effective control 

 Minimum reduction of 50%: s 49(2) 

Summary of Contributory Negligence 

 If facts indicate plaintiff or defendant may have been intoxicated ► CLA presumptions of 

contributory negligence 

 Refer to section and check facts for rebuttal of presumption 

 Note required reductions 

 If no intoxication, but facts indicate plaintiff may have failed to take care ► Contributory 

negligence under the common law 

 State requirements of the defence, apply each to the facts 

 Refer to consequences (ie Law Reform Act 1995 (Qld)) 

 You do not have to assess the reduction of damages (ie what the court might find to 

be just and equitable) 

 

 

 

 



Volenti Non Fit Injuria 
 Complete defence 

 Plaintiff consented to the risk of injury – voluntarily assumed the risk of injury 

Defendant must prove 
1. Plaintiff had full knowledge of the risk 

2. Plaintiff freely and voluntarily agreed to accept the risk (physical and legal) 

Knowledge of the Risk 

 Subjective test – difficult to prove 

 If the risk is an obvious risk, the plaintiff is taken to have been aware of the risk: CLA s 

14(1) 

 ‘Obvious risk’: CLA s 13 

 Presumption may be rebutted 

 ‘plaintiff is taken to have been aware of the risk unless the plaintiff proves, on the 

balance of probabilities, that he or she was not aware of the risk’: CLA s 14(1) 

 But note CLA s 14(2): ‘even if the person is not aware of the precise nature, extent or 

manner of occurrence of the risk’ 

Acceptance of Risk 

 Must be voluntary and there must be acceptance of: 

 Physical risk – ie accept that there is a risk of injury  

 Legal risk – ie accept the risk that no reasonable care may be taken: *Rootes v 

Shelton 

o ‘equivalent to concluding that the defendant owed that plaintiff no duty of 

care’: *Imbree v McNeilly at [81] 

 May need to take into account characteristics of plaintiff (Doubleday v Kelly – child) 

Intoxicated defendant 

 If defendant was intoxicated at the time, can it be argued that the plaintiff was volens? 

 CLA s 48(5) prohibits a defendant raising volenti if they were intoxicated at the time 

of the breach and s 48(1) is satisfied – CN is presumed instead 

 

Example 

 Trish was at a party.  She really liked a guy, JC, so was trying to attract his attention.  JC’s 

party trick was to demonstrate his incredible strength by bench pressing people. Trish 

volunteered to be bench pressed, but unfortunately JC dropped her as he was trying to 

impress Joel, by holding Trish above with just one arm.  Trish was seriously injured and no 

longer likes JC.  

 Assuming that Trish has an action in negligence against JC can he raise the defence of 

volenti? 

 Was Trish fully aware of the risk? 

 Did she perceive the risk? Did she appreciate there was a risk? 

 Was it an obvious risk?: CLA s 13 

 If it was, she is taken to be aware of it for the purpose of the defence: CLA s 14 

 Did Trish voluntarily accept the risk? 

 Physical risk (injury from being a living weight)? 



 Legal risk? (ie that JC would not exercise reasonable care – bench press with one arm 

instead of two) 

Obvious Risks under the CLA 

 ‘Obvious risk’ defined in CLA s 13 is relevant for: 

 Proving volenti: CLA s 14 

 Avoiding liability for failing to warn of an obvious risk: CLA s 15 (“no duty to warn”) 

 Avoiding liability for harm arising from materialisation of an obvious risk of a 

dangerous recreational activity (DRA): CLA s 19 (“not liable in negligence”) 

DRA: CLA s 19 

 Under common law, participation in sport does not equal acceptance of any risk, but may be 

acceptance of inherent/obvious risks 

 *Rootes v Shelton 

 No liability if loss results from the materialisation of an obvious risk in dangerous 

recreational activity 

 ‘activity engaged in for enjoyment, relaxation or leisure that involves a significant 

degree of risk of physical harm to a person’: CLA s 18 

 Fallas v Mouras 

 

Illegality of Plaintiff 
 No liability if the breach occurred when the plaintiff was engaged in an indictable offence and 

that conduct materially contributed to the risk of harm 

 CLA s 45(1) 

Joint Illegal Enterprise 

 Complete defence 

 Inappropriate to set a standard of care and therefore no duty owed … or …Public 

policy negates a duty being owed 

 Jackson v Harrison; Gala v Preston 

 Defendant prove: 

1) Plaintiff and defendant jointly engaged in illegal activity at time of breach 

 *Miller v Miller 

2) Connection between the breach and the illegal activity 

 Gala v Preston 

 

Professional standards: CLA s 22 

 (1) A professional does not breach a duty arising from the provision of a professional service 

if it is established that the professional acted in a way that (at the time the service was 

provided) was widely accepted by peer professional opinion by a significant number of 

respected practitioners in the field as competent professional practice. 

 Subsec (2): standard not accepted if irrational or contrary to written law 

 Subsec (3): can be differing peer professional opinions widely accepted 

 Subsec (4): peer opinion does not have to be universally accepted 

 Subsec (5): ‘This section does not apply to liability arising in connection with the giving of (or 

the failure to give) a warning, advice or other information, in relation to the risk of harm to 

a person, that is associated with the provision by a professional of a professional service.’ 



Doctors: CLA s 21 

 A doctor does not breach a duty owed to a patient to warn of risk before the patient 

undergoes any medical treatment (or at the time of being given medical advice) that will 

involve a risk of personal injury to the patient, unless the doctor at that time fails to give or 

arrange to be given to the patient the following information about the risk — 

 (a)  information that a reasonable person in the patient’s position would, in the 

circumstances, require to enable the person to make a reasonably informed decision about 

whether to undergo the treatment or follow the advice; 

 (b)  information that the doctor knows or ought reasonably to know the patient wants to 

be given before making the decision about whether to undergo the treatment or follow the 

advice.  

Rogers v Whitaker** 

 Defendant surgeon sued in negligence for failing to inform patient of risks (approx 1 in 14000 

chance) associated with eye surgery 

 Patient asked questions about eye being operated on, but not about possible side effects to 

her other eye and that was the risk (sympathetic ophthalmia causing blindness) 

 Surgeon in breach of duty 

 Plaintiff made it clear she was interested in risks, she would have been concerned of losing 

sight completely, therefore it was a material risk the surgeon should have warned her of 

Example 

 Lewis and Jenson are university students at QUT. Earlier this year they attended a lecture for 

one of their subjects and when the lecture finished at 8pm, Lewis offered to drive Jenson 

home. Jenson knew that Lewis had only obtained his driving licence the previous month and 

that he had failed the driving test three times before he eventually passed the test. But 

Jenson did not like catching public transport and so he accepted Lewis’ offer of a lift home. 

 When they got to the car, Jenson could see that the car was not displaying a ‘P’ plate as 

required by legislation and one of the head lights was broken. Jenson asked Lewis whether he 

would still be able to see with one headlight and Lewis said ‘I’ve driven home before at night 

and it hasn’t been a problem’. When they got into the car, Jenson did not put his seatbelt on. 

Lewis asked him why he was not wearing a seatbelt and Jenson replied ‘I don’t like the feel of 

a seatbelt on my chest.’ 

 Lewis was driving at 60 kilometres per hour up Alice Street when the speed limit is clearly 

signed as 40 kilometres per hour and he looked down to change the radio station. As he 

looked down, he veered off the road and hit a tree on the foot path. Jenson suffered a 

broken leg and cuts to his face from the broken glass of the windscreen.  There is evidence 

that Jenson would have suffered injuries even if he had been wearing his seatbelt, but not to 

the same degree.  

 Advise Jenson on any negligence action available to him against Lewis. Include in your answer 

advice on possible defences. 

 Read the instructions! 

 Advise Jenson on any negligence action available to him against Lewis. Include in your 

answer advice on possible defences. 

 Jenson v Lewis – negligent driving 

 DUTY? 

 BREACH? 

 DAMAGE? 



 DEFENCES? 

 ONUS AND TIME LIMITS? 

 Did Lewis owe Jensen a DOC? 

 Yes, a driver owes an established duty to their passenger: *Imbree v McNeilly 

 The scope of duty is to use proper care not to cause injury to other road users. 

 Was the DOC breached? 

 What was the standard of care? 

 Objective test: *Imbree v McNeilly 

 A reasonable and competent driver 

 No change in standard because he is inexperienced: *Imbree v McNeilly 

 Was the standard breached? 

 CLA s 9(1)(a) – it is foreseeable that if a driver does not drive with due care, their passenger 

may suffer loss 

 *Wyong Shire Council v Shirt; *Tame v NSW 

 CLA s 9(1)(b) – the risk created by driving negligently would be a significant risk 

 CLA s 9(1)(c) – what precautions would a reasonable person have taken? *Wyong SC v Shirt 

 CLA s 9(2)(a) – probability of an accident from driving without care, moderate to high 

 *RTA v Dederer 

 CLA s 9(2)(b) – driving without care can have very serious consequences, eg death 

 *RTA v Dederer 

 CLA s 9(2)(c) – practical precautions would include keep a proper look out when driving, ask 

Jenson to change the radio station or do this when stationary, drive to the speed limit, fix the 

headlights.  None difficult or onerous. 

 *RTA v Dederer  

 CLA s 9(2)(d) – social utility not relevant 

 Statutory standards – in breach of road rules (speeding and broken headlights). Evidence but 

not conclusive of breach. 

 Tucker v McCann 

 Anticipation – drivers should be anticipating the carelessness of others.  Jensen was not 

wearing a seatbelt and Lewis was aware of this. 

 *Derrick v Cheung 

 By driving a car with defects, at excessive speed etc, Lewis has failed to meet the standard of 

care expected and is in breach of his DOC 

 Is there damage? 

 Jenson suffered personal injury and loss of income as a consequence.   

 These are losses recognised at law. 

 Was the loss caused by the breach? 

 CLA s 11(1)(a) – the negligent driving was a pre-condition of the harm suffered by Jensen as 

‘but for’ the negligent driving Jensen would not have been injured 

 *Strong v Woolworths Ltd (t/as Big W) 

 Is the harm within the defendant’s scope of liability? 

 CLA ss 11(1)(b) – Personal injury and consequential economic loss are the reasonably 

foreseeable consequences of the negligence 

 Wagon Mound (No 2) 

 The negligent driving was the legally significant cause of Jensen’s loss, no policy reasons to 

justify that this is not within Lewis’ scope of liability 



 Conclusion?  Is there a possible action in negligence? 

 Defences? 

 Contributory negligence  

 not wearing a seatbelt, faulty car, inexperienced driver   

 Volenti  

 got in car knowing of inexperience and defects of car 

 Was Jensen negligent? *Josslyn v Berryman 

 CLA s 23 – standard is that of a reasonable person. 

 CLA s 9 – there was a foreseeable and significant risk in not wearing a seatbelt. Probability 

and seriousness of harm both high in light of no seatbelt, defective car and knew Lewis was 

inexperienced and had failed his test 3 times. Reasonable precaution would have been not to 

get in car despite dislike of public transport. 

 Jensen was negligent. 

 Did Jensen’s negligence contribute to his loss? 

 Yes in relation to the failure to wear the seatbelt and the inexperience of the driver.   

 The defective headlight did not contribute to the accident.  

 Was the loss reasonably foreseeable? 

 Personal injury and consequential economic loss are the kinds of damage that are the 

foreseeable consequence of failing to exercise care for own safety as a passenger  

 Conclusion and consequences? 

 Jensen was contributory negligent. 

 Damages would be reduced as court thinks just and equitable 

 Law Reform Act s 10; *Pennington v Norris 

 Did Jensen have knowledge of the risk? *Rootes v Shelton 

 The risk of getting in a car with an inexperienced driver and a defective car would be obvious 

risks, therefore Jensen would be taken to be aware 

 CLA ss 13 and 14 

 Did Jensen voluntarily accept the risks? *Rootes v Shelton 

 Must accept the physical and legal risks.   

 Legal risk? Lewis may not drive with all reasonable care. 

 Accepted risk from inexperience and defective car but accident caused by Lewis’ carelessness 

in looking down as driving – could argue either way 

 Josslyn v Berryman 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Week 11 

Terminology 
 Compensatory damages 

 place the plaintiff in the position as if no tort had been committed 

 Indemnity principle 

 an award of damages should not enrich the plaintiff, nor should the plaintiff be 

under compensated 

 Pecuniary & Non-pecuniary 

 $$$$ & not $$$$ 

 Heads of damages 

 The categories of loss an injured plaintiff may claim: *CSR Ltd v Eddy 

 Hospital & medical expenses 

o Gratuitous services 

 Loss of earning capacity 

 General damages  

o Non-pecuniary 

 Special damages 

 Calculated with precision, pecuniary, ‘out-of-pocket’ 

 Eg, past hospital & medical expenses; past loss of earning capacity 

 General damages 

 Not capable of precise calculation 

 Pecuniary – relate to future economic losses 

 Eg, future loss of earning capacity; future hospital & medical expenses; gratuitous 

services 

 Non-pecuniary – relate to things that are not economic (past and future), assessed 

under the Civil Liability Act 2003  

 Eg, pain & suffering, loss of amenities etc 

 

Hospital & Medical 
 Must be reasonably necessary: *Sharman v Evans 

 Past hospital & medical expenses 

 Assessed from date of accident to trial/settlement 

 Special damages (ie pecuniary and can be proven) 

 Future hospital & medical expenses 

 Assessed from date of trial/settlement to expected recovery/death 

 Specific future events assessed actual probability not on balance of probability: 

*Malec v JC Hutton Pty Ltd 

 Must be reasonably necessary 

 Duty to mitigate 

 “If the cost is very great and benefits to health slight or speculative the cost-involving 

treatment will clearly be unreasonable, the more so if there is available an alternative and 

relatively inexpensive mode of treatment, affording equal or only slightly lesser benefits.” 

 *Sharman v Evans 

 

 



Example 

 You are a solicitor in the employ of Dollars & Dime Lawyers, a law firm in Brisbane.  Your 

client, Damon Gilbert, aged 26, is suing his neighbour, Kathryn Pearce, for injuries he 

sustained on 14 August 2014 when her 12 year old son, Stefan, knocked him over when riding 

his skateboard. 

 As a result of the accident, Damon suffered a fracture to his left leg, which has caused 

impairment to the tissue and has left him with permanent limited joint movement.  He was 

in hospital for three weeks, costing him $8000. 

 The medical report states that Damon suffered a pre-existing bone condition which led to 

the permanent disability as this type of accident would usually result in a fracture which 

would heal fully.  The report also states that there is a 50% possibility that Damon will 

require an operation within the next five years and that he will need physiotherapy once a 

week and pain medication for the rest of his life. 

 

 Must be reasonably necessary: *Sharman v Evans 

 Past losses claimed as special damages (costs arising from date of accident to date of 

settlement): 

 Hospital bill of $8000 

 Pain medication and physiotherapy 

 For future costs (date of settlement to expected date of death, facts state he suffers 

permanent injury): 

 Does not matter Damon’s pre-existing condition is the reason it is permanent – egg-shell skull 

rule 

 Claim pain medication and physiotherapy 

 Operation – damages would be reduced by 50% to reflect the probability of this treatment 

being required: *Malec v JC Hutton Pty Ltd 

Gratuitous Services: CLA s 59 
 Plaintiff may claim for gratuitous services provided to them: *Griffiths v Kerkemeyer 

 Part of the plaintiff's claim 

 CLA s 59 must be satisfied: 

 Services must be necessary; 

 The need arise solely from the PI arising from the accident; and 

 Services must be provided for at least six hours a week and for at least six months. 

 Kriz v King 

Assessing Gratuitous Services 

 Compare what services were provided before injury: CLA s 59(2) 

 Compensation for services now provided because of injury 

 Take into account any off-setting benefit received by carer and any periods care will not be 

required: CLA s 59(3) 

 Indemnity principle 

 Market value of services provided, not loss to carer: Van Gervan v Fenton 

 Carer may be the defendant: Kars v Kars 

 



Example 

 When he was discharged, Damon’s fiancée moved in with him for a month to assist him with 

daily tasks and cared for him. 

 Applying law to the facts …. 

 Plaintiff may claim for gratuitous services: *Griffiths v Kerkemeyer 

 Must be necessary, arise from accident and be provided for at least 6 hours a week for 6 

months: CLA s 59(1) 

 Although services are provided by Damon’s fiancée  they were not for at least 6 

months, so cannot claim 

Loss of Earning Capacity 

 Plaintiff recover for any diminution in capacity to earn to the extent it is productive of 

financial loss 

 Comparison between earning capacity before and after injury 

 Damages capped at 3xAWE: CLA s 54 

 Calculated net of tax (incl Medicare): Civil Proceedings Act s 60 

 Past loss of earning capacity 

 Assessed from date of accident to date of trial or settlement 

 Special damages (ie pecuniary, calculated with precision) 

 Look in facts for any past lost income (full or partial), identify and note loss is 

compensated net of tax: Civil Proceedings Act 2011 s 60 

 Future loss of earning capacity 

 Assessed from date of trial/settlement to pre-injury date of retirement  

 Pecuniary general damages (cannot be calculated with precision) 

Future Loss of Earning Capacity 

 Step 1 – Identify the period for which plaintiff might have been expected to earn if there had 

been no injury: Skelton v Collins 

 Consider the effect of injuries:   

 Never work again? Will fully recover in future?  Will only ever work in a limited 

capacity? 

 If incapacitated for rest of life - from date of judgment/settlement until age of 

expected retirement prior to injury 

 Facts may indicate intended retirement (eg wishful thinking or pre-existing 

condition), if do not, assume retirement at 65 years 

 If full recovery - from date of judgment/settlement until date of recovery 

 Lost Years Component - If now plaintiff will die before would have retired (if had not 

been injured)  

 Period of earning reduced due to expectation plaintiff will die earlier due to injuries: 

Skelton v Collins 

 Court reduces amount awarded for this period as no maintenance of plaintiff 

required 

 Step 2 – Evidence of earnings at time of incident 

 Note CLA s 55: if loss of earnings cannot be calculated precisely by reference to 

weekly loss, compensation only if ‘that the person has suffered or will suffer loss 

having regard to the person’s age, work history, actual loss of earnings, any 

permanent impairment and any other relevant matters’ 

 Remember CLA s 54: Damages capped at 3xAWE 



 Step 3 – Vicissitudes of Life 

 Consider any specific future events that may impact on earnings (good and bad) 

 Promotions, pre-existing health problems ... 

 Specific future events assessed actual probability not on balance of probability: 

*Malec v Hutton Pty Ltd 

 Also consider hypothetical events that may affect the plaintiff’s working life 

 Deduction to reflect the possibility of such events: Wynn v NSW Ministerial Corporation 

Indemnity Principle in Action 

 Net calculation of lost earning capacity: CPA s60 

 Probability of future events: *Malec v Hutton 

 Lost years component 

 Vicissitudes of life: Wynn v NSW Ministerial Corp 

 Future gratuitous services and hospital stays: CLA s 59(3)(b) 

Also Consider if Relevant 

 Duplication of damages 

 Overlap between heads of damages 

 Sharman v Evans 

 Collateral payments 

 Not set-off as plaintiff must repay 

 eg, social security, workers’ compensation 

 Sick pay 

 Set-off – plaintiff has not suffered loss of income if received sick pay 

 Insurance policies 

 Not set-off 

 Gifts and charity 

 If a claimable item is provided to the plaintiff without liability, plaintiff can still 

include item in claim for damages 

 eg charity raises $ to remodel plaintiff’s house, plaintiff can still claim cost of 

remodelling in their special damages 

 If plaintiff receives charitable payment, whether set-off or not depends upon the 

payment and the intent of the payee/donor 

 Zheng v Cai 

 Interest allowed on special damages 

 Discretion of the court (see use of word ‘may’ in section): CPA s 58(3) 

 Not more than the 10 year Treasury bonds rate: CLA s 60(2) 

 No award of interest on general damages or damages awarded for gratuitous 

services: CLA s 60(1) 

 Discount rate 

 For future economic losses discount rate applied as lump sum payment provides 

plaintiff with opportunity to invest (overcompensates) 

 Damages referrable to deprivation / impairment of earning capacity or future 

expenditure and gratuitous care must be discounted by 5%: CLA s 57 

 

 



Example 

 Damon works in a call centre and earns $55000 a year.  Since the accident he has had to take 

time off work as he spent three weeks in hospital and could not put any weight on his leg at 

all for another two weeks after that.  He received sick pay for the first 10 days off work and 

his employer paid him a lump sum of $2000, the accompanying letter stated that it was ‘to 

help with your living expenses while you are off work’. Damon has now returned to full-time 

work. 

 Loss of Earning Capacity  

 Past loss (date of accident to settlement)  

 Unable to work for 5 weeks, but sick pay received for 2 weeks, so compensation for the 3 

weeks loss of pay as sick pay = no loss Graham v Baker  

 No future loss as Damon has returned to work  

 Loss of earnings assessed net of tax: Civil Proceedings Act 2011 s 60 

 Set off an amount to acknowledge overlap between compensation for hospital stay and loss 

of earning capacity: Sharman v Evans 

 Payment by employer of $2000 

 Need to determine intention: Zheng v Cai 

 If employer intended Damon to benefit from the payment in addition to any award of 

damages, there is no set off 

 Interest may be awarded on special damages, here, past loss of earnings and past hospital 

and medical: CPA s 58, rate set by CLA s 60 

 Future economic losses (future hospital and medical) discounted by 5%: CLA s 57 

General Damages (non-pecuniary) 
 Pain and suffering 

 Loss of amenities 

 Loss of expectation of life 

 Disfigurement  

 CLA s 51 

How? 

 Monetary value given to subjective feelings 

1. Injury identified in Civil Liability Regulation 2014 Sch 4 

2. Court allocates an Injury Scale Value (ISV) within the relevant range 

3. ISV applied to general damages calculation in CLR 

Step 1 

 Court identify injury in CLR Sch 4, based on medical reports and allocate appropriate ISV 

within the relevant range: CLR Sch 3, s 2 

 Multiple injuries? Consider the ‘dominant injury’: CLR Sch 3, s 3 

o CLR Sch 8 “Dominant injury”= injury with highest ISV range 

 If pre-existing condition is aggravated, court consider the aggravation: CLR Sch 3, s 7 

Step 2 

 Court allocates an ISV within the identified range: CLA s 61  

 ISV must be a whole number: CLR Sch 3, s 14  

 Court must have regard to:  

 Provisions in Sch 4 in respect of injury: CLR Sch 3, s 8  



 Other matters to the extent they are relevant: CLR Sch 3, s 9:  

 Age, degree of insight, life expectancy, pain and suffering, loss of amenities, effect of 

pre-existing condition, difficulties to emerge even if not injured, if multiple injuries – 

the provisions in Sch 4 for other injuries  

 

Age and Life Expectancy 

 Young?  Pain for rest of life? 

 Life expectancy affected? 

 Reduced due to injury? 

 *Sharman v Evans 

Degree of Insight 

 Plaintiff aware of changed circumstances? 

Pain and Suffering 

 Subjective – actual physical pain, worry, upset, anxiety, inconvenience, discomfort etc 

 Teubner v Humble 

 Relevant factors 

 Circumstances surrounding injury; distress caused by medication; mental illness 

consequent upon physical injuries; plaintiff’s age; life expectancy; degree of pain etc  

 If plaintiff is unconscious no consideration 

 Skelton v Collins 

Loss of Amenities 

 Loss of capacity to consciously enjoy life to the full: Teubner v Humble 



 Compare life before and after injury 

 inability to continue with sport, hobbies 

 loss of cultural fulfilment: Napaluma v Baker 

Pre-Existing Condition 

 Take into account aggravation of any pre-existing condition 

 CLR Sch 3, s 7 

Step 3 

 Apply ISV to relevant general damages calculation in CLR Sch 7 Table: CLA s 62 and CLR s 8 

 Tables in CLR Sch 7 are according to date of breach on annual basis 

Example 

 Damon was injured 14 August 2014. 

 ISV applied to general damages calculation in relevant Table in CLR Sch 7: CLA s 62, CLR s 8 

 CLR Sch 7, Table 6 (an injury arising from 1 July 2014 to 30 June 2015, dates inclusive) 

 

In an exam 

 Either the facts will state the ISV as allocated by the court OR it will tell you the range of ISV 

for the injury.   

 If the facts state the ISV you: 

 work through the facts and note what the court would have taken into account to 

determine that ISV and which paragraph of the general damages calculation would 

apply.   

 If you are given the range of ISV for the injury you: 

 work through the facts to determine what will influence a court in allocating an ISV.   



 you do not have to allocate an ISV you may simply indicate whereabouts within the 

range (lower, middle, higher end) 

 In either case, you cite the relevant provisions of the CLR and cite the cases. 

 You do not apply any ISV to the relevant Table (general damages calculation) in Sch 7. 

Simply note that the date identifies  the relevant Table and cite CLA s 62 and CLR s 8. 

Example 

 Damon states that he is constantly aware of the discomfort in his knee despite the pain 

medication and is very self-conscious about the scars on his leg. … 

 One of the effects of his injury is that Damon can no longer play soccer. Damon is 

devastated about this as he loves soccer.  However, the medical evidence is that due to his 

pre-existing condition, Damon would not have been able to play soccer after the age of 35. 

  Kathryn has admitted liability and you are now working on achieving a settlement as to the 

amount of damages.  To ensure that you advise your client correctly as to his settlement, you 

must assess the award of damages he would be entitled to if he pursued his claim in court.  

Your medical expert evidence indicates that the type of injury suffered by Damon would likely 

be Item 135 of the Civil Liability Regulation 2014 (Qld), giving an Injury Scale Value (ISV) of 

between 11 and 20. 

 

 General Damages 

 Defined in CLA s 51 

 Assessed from date of accident until date of expected death (permanent injury) 

 Court allocates ISV: CLA s 61 

 Court consider (CLR Sch 3, ss 7-9): 

 Pre-existing condition: Damon suffers more due to pre-existing condition. Court 

assess aggravation 

 Age and Insight: Damon is 26 and has a permanent injury.  He is fully aware of the 

changes to his life because of his injury 

 Loss of amenities: compare what Damon did before and after accident: Teubner v 

Humble. Damon can no longer play soccer. Take into account that he would only have 

been able to play for another 9 years 

 Pain and suffering: On pain medication, but still experiences discomfort. He is self-

conscious of his scarring.  

 ISV is applied to relevant general damages calculation in CLR Sch 7 based upon date of 

breach: CLA s 62, CLR s 8 

Approach to Pl Problems 

 Work through each head of damages (relevant on facts) 

 Medical & Hospital 

o Note relevant assessment periods (past and future) 

 Gratuitous services 

o Apply requirements CLA s 59 

 Loss of Earning Capacity 

o Note relevant assessment periods (past and future)  

 General Damages, as under the CLA 

 Note what court takes into account – apply to facts 

 Cite cases and legislation 

 Consider indemnity principle where relevant (refer to facts) 



o Overlap, set-offs, interest, discounts … 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



LLB102 Readings 
Week 1 

Legal Interviewing 

General Principles and Trespass to Person 

Background 
 Began in 12th and 13th century feudal England 

 No generally accepted definition 

 “…the law of torts is a collection of civil wrongs (torts) for which the common law will 

provide a remedy, usually in the form of an award of monetary compensation (damages).” 

 From Latin ‘tortus’, meaning crooked or twisted 

 Usually have following key features 

 An act or omission  

 The infringement of a legally recognised right 

 An action for damages 

Act or Omission 

Acts 

 Acts- cause harm (misfeasance) 

 Must be voluntary in the sense that the tortfeasor (defendant) knowingly committed the act 

 It is not necessary that the tortfeasor knew that harm would result 

Omissions 

 Omissions- or failures to act resulting in harm (nonfeasance) 

 A person is under no legal obligation to provide assistance to a person endangered from a 

source unconnected with that person 

Fault 

 Fault may consist of intentionally or negligently doing the act that caused the harm 

Motive 

 Generally motive (the tortfeasor’s reason for acting) is not relevant to liability 

 Motive may be relevant to the type and assessment of damages 

 Malice (‘dishonest or improper motive’) is also generally irrelevant to liability 

Infringement of Rights 
 Rights recognised by the common law can be divided into two types: 

 Absolute rights- any interference with which gives rise to an action in tort, that is, 

the right is actionable per se (plaintiff need not suffer damage from the 

interference) 

 Qualified rights- interference with which only gives rise to an action in tort when the 

interference has caused a recognisable form of harm to the plaintiff 

Action for Damages 
 Damages are a monetary sum awarded to the plaintiff by a court to compensate, so far as 

money is able, for the infringement of a legally recognised right. 



 Different kinds of damages: 

 Nominal damages 

 Contemptuous damages 

 Compensatory damages 

 Aggravated damages 

 Exemplary or punitive damages 

Capacity to Sue and be Sued 
 Any person who is sound of mind and at least 18 years old may sue and/or be sued in 

relation to tortious acts and omissions 

 A minor may sue for harm caused to them by another person’s tort, including for prenatal 

injuries 

 A minor sues in tort by a next friend and defends a tortious action through a guardian ad 

litem  

 Minors may be liable for their torts upon ordinary principles, provided they have the 

capacity to form any necessary intention where that is a required element of the tort 

 An intellectually disabled person may sue or be sued in torts and a legal representative will 

be appointed to act on his or her behalf 

 Not liable if unable to control bodily actions  acting in state of automatism 

 If defendant is aware of nature and quality of act  mental incapacity is no defence 

No fault Compensation 
 No fault compensation schemes have replaced the fault-based torts law systems in some 

areas of personal injury in response to political, economic and social changes 

 Workers’ compensation legislation- workers who are injured, or their health impaired, are 

compensated without the need to prove that their employer was at fault 

 Generally required that there is a casual or temporal link between their injury and 

employment 

 People injured at work are entitled to a common law action except in NT and SA 

Trespass and Case 
 Actions may be classifies into two main groups- trespass actions and actions on the case 

 If a direct causal connection between a defendants conduct and the interference with the 

plaintiff’s rights then there was an action in trespass 

 If an indirect interference then it was an action on the case 

Trespass 

 The characteristics of the trespass actions in Australia can be summarised as: 

 A direct interference with person or property of the plaintiff 

 The defendant must be at fault 

 It is actionable per se 

 Onus of proof differs upon the trespass being classified as highway or non-highway 

 Trespass must be direct (whether the interference followed so closely on the defendants act 

that it could be considered part of that act) 

 If the incorrect action were pleaded (e.g. direct over indirect), the case would be non-suited, 

that is, abandoned before verdict 

 Now no need to identify whether action was in trespass or case 



 In trespass, the act complained of must be done either intentionally or with a lack of due 

care, referred to generally as fault 

 To be intentional, the act must be done deliberately, voluntarily and with the intention of 

causing the interference or with knowledge of the consequences that are likely to result 

Lack of Care 

 The action of negligence, an action on the case, is also associated with an absence of care, 

often referred to as fault, on the part of the defendant 

Actionable per se 

 All trespass actions are actionable per se 

 This means plaintiff mustn’t have suffered any loss or damages to be successful in their 

trespass action 

 If they have suffered no loss, this will impact on assessment of damages 

Onus of Proof 

 In trespass actions, the onus of proof rests upon the plaintiff to establish that the 

interference complained of was direct 

 The onus then shifts to the defendant who must prove they were not at fault 

 Wrongdoer must establish that they are not liable, rather than plaintiff proving they are 

 In trespass non-highway, the plaintiff need not prove fault of the defendant 

 In a highway trespass, a plaintiff has to prove fault on part of the defendant 

Action on the Case 
 Characteristics: 

 An indirect interference with the person or property of the plaintiff 

 May be intentional or unintentional 

 Plaintiff must have suffered damage as a result 

 The onus of proof lies upon the plaintiff throughout (no distinction between 

highway and non-highway) 

Innominate Actions on the Case 
 Indirect intentional injuries are actionable in an innominate action on the case 

Trespass to Person 
 Trespass to person under the common law encompasses three separate nominate torts: 

 Battery (actual violence) 

 Assault (threat of violence) 

 False imprisonment (deprivation of liberty) 

Battery 

 To establish action in common law battery, the following must be proven: 

 A direct application of force to the person of the plaintiff 

 Fault of the defendant 

 Bodily contact is required (the immediate effect of the defendant’s act causes contact with 

the plaintiff’s person) without consent 

 The word ‘application’ connotes some positive action, that is, there must be some act rather 

than merely passive obstruction (such as blocking a doorway) 



Assault 

 The tort of assault involves 

 A threat of imminent harm or offensive contact 

 A reasonable belief on the part of the plaintiff that the defendant has the ability to 

carry out the treat 

 Intention on part of the defendant 

Limitation Period 
 Action must be brought within three years 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Week 2 

Trespass to Land 
 To succeed in trespass to land, the following elements must be established: 

1) The plaintiff must have the requisite title to sue 

2) There must be an actionable interference with the land 

3) The defendant must be at fault  

Title to Sue 

 It is the possessor and not necessarily the owner who is entitled to sue 

 The possession of the plaintiff need not be lawful and a plaintiff in actual possession has title 

to sue except if another can establish a better right to possession (Newington v Windeyer) 

 Even a wrongful possessor such as a squatter, may be able to bring an action against anyone 

who is unable to establish a better legal right to possession. 

 A tenant lawfully in possession may sue a trespassing lessor. 

 To sue in trespass, a plaintiff had to have possession, not ownership, and only an occupier 

could grant a licence to a third party to enter the premises. 

Actionable Interference 

 To establish an action in trespass the interference must be: 

 Direct 

 An interference with land 

 Unauthorised  

Direct interference  

 Must be direct in the sense that the interference that the plaintiff suffers is immediate upon 

the defendants act 

Interference with Land 

 Within the reasonable enjoyment of the possessor 

Unauthorised  

 No express or implied licence  

Fault 
 Must be the fault of the defendant, that is, the act must be intentional or negligent 

Remedies 

Self-help 

 Reasonable force may be used to remove a trespasser who fails to leave within a reasonable 

time of being requested (Cowell v Rosehill Racecourse) 

 Ss277 and 278 of the QLD criminal code authorise the use of reasonable force but the act of 

self-help cannot cause bodily harm 

Damages 
 Actionable per se 

 



Nominal Damages 

 Nominal damages may be awarded to trespass to land where an interference with the 

plaintiff’s possession has been proven but there is no actual damage (TCN v Anning) 

Compensatory Damages 

 If there is damage resulting from ab trespass, a plaintiff is entitled to recover compensatory 

damages. 

 Where the trespass has caused actual damage to the land, the measure of compensatory 

damages has traditionally been regarded as the diminution in the value of the property 

caused by trespass, which is not necessarily the same as the cost of reinstatement 

Exemplary Damages 

 If a trespass is done wilfully, or there are aggravating circumstances, aggravated and 

exemplary damages may be awarded 

 Exemplary damages are awarded by the court to punish and deter the defendant 

 Exemplary damages are rarely awarded for trespass to land and require something more 

than just evidence of fault (Anning) 

Aggravated Damages 

 Aggravated damages are a form of compensatory damges, awarded because the defendants 

reprehensible conduct aggravated the injury to the plaintiff’s dignity or feelings (Anning) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Week 3 

Nuisance 
 Public and private 

 Private is concerned with protecting a person’s right to the quiet use and enjoyment of their 

possession of land free from unreasonable interferences 

 In many cases of nuisance the interference is a continuing one: 

 The plaintiff may commence the action at any time during the continuance and 

recover for all damage up to that time 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Week 4 

Negligence 
 The distinguishing feature of a negligence action is that it refers to conduct with objectively 

falls short of that required by society 

 It is not concerned with what the defendant knew, did or did not do, but what the 

‘reasonable person’ in the defendant’s position would have known or done 

Elements 

 An existence of duty of care owed by the defendant to the plaintiff 

 A breach by the defendant of the standard care appropriate to that duty of care 

 This element requires that the risk be foreseeable and considers what a reasonable 

person would do in response to that risk (calculus of negligence) 

 Calculus of negligence involves many factors, including the probability of harm 

occurring if precautions were not taken, the possible seriousness of the harm and 

whether the defendant could have done anything differently 

 A defendant will not be in breach of their duty of care unless the risk of harm was 

foreseeable, the risk was not insignificant and a reasonable person in the position of 

the defendant would have taken precautions  

 Damage to the plaintiff caused by the defendant’s breach of the duty, provided the damage 

is within the defendant’s scope of liability (remoteness of law) 

 As an action on the case, a plaintiff cannot succeed in negligence unless they have 

suffered a kind of damage recognised by the law and that in fact the breach of duty 

caused the damage 

 The kind of damage suffered must be the reasonably foreseeable consequence of 

the breach and it must be appropriate that liability for that damage be imposed 

upon the defendant (scope of liability) 

 Causation in fact requires a consideration of whether the plaintiff would have 

suffered the damage but not for the defendant’s breach 

 It must be considered whether and why liability should be imposed upon the 

defendant, referred to as the scope of liability 

Reasonable Foreseeability 

 Reasonable foreseeability has found a role within each of the elements of duty, breach and 

damage 

 A duty is only owed to persons whom it is reasonably foreseeable will suffer damage 

by a lack of due care on the part of the defendant 

 The standard of care and the defendants breach of that standard are judged against 

conduct which is reasonable in the context of the foreseeable risk 

 Compensation will flow only for damage which is reasonably foreseeable 

consequence of the defendant’s negligence  

Established Duties of Care 
 May be classified into two categories: 

1) Established duties of care (determined by reference to the precedents established by 

similar cases, that is, the law recognises that certain relationships give rise to a duty of 

care) 

2) Novel duties of care (the facts do not fit within any of the established duties) 



Scope of the Duty of Care 

 Every duty of care is founded upon the ‘neighbour principle’- to take reasonable care as to 

not expose the plaintiff to foreseeable risks of injury- but is not limited in scope 

 The question is what is the extent of the duty which the defendant owes 

 Page 92 textbook 

Established Duties of Care 

Occupiers of premises and entrants 

 Possession or occupation gives the defendant an ability to safeguard the entrant against 

dangers in the condition of the premises 

 The accepted scope of duty is that an occupier must take reasonable care to avoid 

foreseeable risks of injury to an entrant 

 Landlord and tenant is considered under the duty of occupier and entrant 

 An occupier’s duty of care does not extend to providing protection against criminal attacks 

by third parties  

Employers and employees 

 Operates concurrently with those duties owed to the employee under the contract of 

employment 

 An express or implied term requiring the employer to provide a safe workplace 

 An employee may be compensated in the following ways: 

 An action in negligence against the employer based upon the personal duty of care 

owed by the employer 

 Access to compensation through the employer’s workers’ compensation insurance 

scheme 

 An action in negligence against the employer, based upon the employer’s vicarious 

liability, if injured by another employee’s tort 

 An action in breach of statutory duty based upon the occupational health and safety 

legislation 

 An action in breach of contract for breach of the implied terms to provide a safe 

workplace 

 Employer of an independent contractor will owe a duty of care but scope may be different 

to the duty owed to an employee 

 An employer owes a duty to its employees to take reasonable care to carry on its business in 

such a way as to not subject employees to unnecessary and foreseeable risks of injury 

 Psychiatric damage without physical injury is not within the established duty of an employer 

and are novel 

 Single duty, traditionally divided into three headings: 

1) Proper selection of skilled persons to manage and superintend the business 

 An employer is required to exercise reasonable care and skill in the selection of 

competent supervisory staff 

2) Provision and maintenance of proper plant and equipment 

 This part of the employer’s duty encompasses the work site, machinery and 

equipment 

 If the employee is required to attend premises not occupied by the employer, the 

employer may still be liable 

 Where the employer is also the occupier, the employee may be entitled to rely upon 

the breach of the duty of his or her employer, both as employer and as occupier 



 This component of the duty of care requires that the employer exercise reasonable 

care in the provision, maintenance and repair of plant and equipment 

 Liability for defects in equipment will arise only is such defects could have been 

discovered by the exercise of reasonable care 

3) Provision of a safe system of work 

 The duty required an employer to provide and maintain a safe system of work 

 E.g. the provision of instruction, particular equipment to help with the tasks 

involved, a warning 

 If an employee is harassed, bullied or assaulted by a fellow employee, may be 

failure to provide safe system if foreseeable 

 If the employer is working at a third party’s premises, the employer still is 

responsible for maintaining a safe system of work 

 The duty of care owed by an employer to employees is regarded by the common law 

as being one of those special duties that cannot be delegated 

Road users and other road users 

 A duty of care is owed by every user of the road to every other to every other road user, as 

well as to persons and property adjacent to the road 

Persons and authorities in control of others  

 A person in control of others may also owe the persons themselves an affirmative duty of 

care to ensure they come to no harm. Recognised duties of care due to control are imposed 

upon: 

 School authorities 

o the scope of the duty of care is to exercise reasonable care and supervision 

to protect students from foreseeable risks of injury 

o non-delegable  

 Parents of young children 

o If the ‘particular situation’ gives rise to a duty of care, which may be due to 

the control the parent or guardian exercises over the child and the child’s 

vulnerability, the scope of that duty will be to exercise reasonable care not 

to expose the child to foreseeable harm 

o A parent may owe a duty of care to a third party to control their children in 

such a manner as to prevent them causing injury to third persons or to ther 

property 

o Parental control must be exercised with due care to prevent the child 

inflicting intentional damage on others or causing damage by conduct 

involving unreasonable risk of injury to others 

 Prison authorities 

o Prison authorities owe a duty of care to prisoners and other detainees to 

prevent them being injured 

o The scope of duty is that the gaoler must exercise reasonable care to avoid 

foreseeable risks to the prisoners 

Professionals and clients 

 A duty of care exists between a professional and their client 

Manufacturers of goods and consumers 

 A duty of care exists 



Vicarious Liability and Non-Delegable Duties 
 The principle of vicarious liability imposes the liability for tortious conduct on a party who is 

not at fault themselves 

 Often linked to vicarious liability is the concept of non-delegable duty 

 A duty that is recognised as non-delegable extends a defendant’s liability in that it imposes a 

duty to ensure reasonable care is taken by others, imposing liability for the conduct of 

another 

Vicarious Liability 

 Vicarious liability imposes liability upon a party for a wrong committed by another, despite 

the fact that the party who is vicariously liable may not have been at fault 

 The policy grounds that support vicarious liability are: 

1) It allows a plaintiff to be compensated by a defendant which is financially viable 

2) A defendant who employs others in order to advance its own enterprise should be under 

a corresponding liability for the losses occurring in the pursuit of that enterprise 

3) It promotes loss distribution 

4) It is an incentive for defendants to exercise control over how their enterprises are 

carried out to minimise future loss or injury to third parties 

Employer and Employee 

 Most common 

 For an employer to be vicariously liable, it must bre established that: 

 The wrongdoer is an employee of the employer 

 The employee committed a tort 

 The tort was committed within the course of their employment  

 An employer is liable for the tortious conduct of an employee committed in the course of 

employment but not for the tortious conduct of an independent contractor  

 Where an employee is lent by one employer to another, the employer who retins control 

will be vicariously liable 

Non-Delegable Duties 

 The common law imposes a non-delegable duty upon a defendant who has undertaken to 

control people or the property of another who is vulnerable 

 Recognised non-delegable duties are: 

 Employers to employees 

 School authorities to students 

 Hospitals to patients 

 Occupier of premises to entrants 

 If a duty is recognised as non-delegable, the defendant has a duty to ensure that reasonable 

care is taken 

 


